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Preparing Now For The
21 st Century
As we st:md on the threshold of a new century, the world
gcopolitical cnvironment suggests that our nation will increasingly call upon America's Army to execute complex, manpower·intensi,'e missions aero the full peeuum of milit:uy oper·
ations. Proliferation of weapons of mass d truction, region·
al conflicts. transnational threats, and the likely emergence of
a major mil.iu'1' or regional competitor require a disciplined,
focused evolution of our armed forces to mect the chaUenges
of an uncertain future.
By looking beyond the next generation, the Army recogn.izes
that the change nec sary to maintain our technological QI'er·
match capability cannot be gained through the traditional Cold
War method.. Today; the Army has the unprecedented oppor·
tunity to focus on leap-ahead capabilities rather than incre·
mental change. By taking advantage of emerging information
technologies, greater efficiencies, new partnerships v,ith induscry. and especiaUy the geniu and vitality of our soldiers, our
Force XXI process will produce a 21st century Army-the Anny
After ext--<apable of curing our nation's future.
The Total Anny is going forward together-one team of
Active. Army ationa! Guard, and U.S. Army Reserve oldiers
and civilian.s--cOmmitted to one 6ght-an integrated joint
force working in concen [0 prmide for the common
defense-and working together for oDe future-a secure
America in a s:tfe and prosperous world. To meet these chal·
lenges, we must follow. ix certain principles that guide us
today and prepare us for tomorrow.
First, we must always keep our focus on people. Soldiers
make the Army work. Soldiers must take care of themselves,
take care of their families, and take care of their fellow soldiers. In return. the nation ffill t take care of her soldiers.
America's Army \vilJ only be as good as its people. Today,
America is asking a great deal from the Toml Army team. So
Anny leaders at all lCl'els fiU t always make decisions with
people foremo t in mind.
Second, America' Anny mu t always be strategically relevant
to the needs of the 0,1tion. It must continue 10 be trained and

ready to fight and "'in the illItion' wars while helping 10 preI'ent confliCts, shaping the international environment, promoting our national imere ts abroad, and influencing democ·
rutic values around th globe.
Third, we mu I modernize the Army now for the 21st centu-'
'1'. Warfare in the information age requires new weapons, new
doctrine, organizarion, and training Our modemiz.ation program v,i1l focus im'estments on securing the capabilities needed to lransition today' Anny into Army XXI and the Army
After ext We are corrunined to providing the soldier-our
most precious resource-v.ith the best chance to prevail
quicldy and ,"ith minimum casualties on the battlefields 0,(,

r

1

today and tomorrov.:
Founh, the Army mu t a!","YS be a disciplined force where
men and women from all races, religions, and backgrounds
serve together "'ith dignity and respect. We must be an Army •
of soldiers and ci\ilians wbo exemplify the value and character of the nation-an ~y of citizens who are also soldiersl./
but first and alVI'lIYS Amencans.
Fifth, our Army must be a Total Force where each componem-Acti"e, Guard, and Reserve-<:ontributes to a seamless
team Our leaders must work together, trust each other. and:
seek to understand the strength that each component pro\ides the nation. Together, we mll l tirele sly work to lever·
age the capabilities of aU the components into one Total Force'
for America.
ixth, our Army mu t be a full partner in the nation's joint
military foree-a combined team where each Service provides
complementary capabilities in upport of the ational Military
trategy.
oldiers on the ground are ur nation' trongest signal of·
resolve and the ultinlate expr sian of American will. This has
not changed in the 20th century; and it will not change in the
21st century America' security and its cominued role in ,1
maintaining world L1bility cannot be guaranteed without a 1
first·rate, modern Army.

ROBERT M. WALKER
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ABOUT THE COVER
The Army After Next Project Office is conducting broad studies to conceptualize the Army's warfighting capabilities out to the year 2025. The
vision generated from these studies will be integrated into future combat
developments programs.

THE
ARMY
AFTER
NEXT
Intertwining Military Art,
Science, And Technology
Out To The Year 2025
By MG Robert H. Scales Jr.
and Dr. John A. Parmentola
Introduction
The ArmyAfter Next (AAN) Project Office
at Headquarte~, U.S. Army Training and
Doctrine Command (fRADOC) is conducting broad studies of future warfure for
the year 2025 limeframe. The purpose is
to isolate the issues vital to the development of the Army. The vision generated
from these studies will be integrated into
future TRADOC combat developments
programs.
Several important dimensions motivate the focus on the 2025 timeframe
for MN. F~t, given our available lead
time and the rapid pace of economic
development in a number of evolving
countries, it is likely that the United
States will encounter a major military
competitor or, at the very least, confront significant asymmetric threats in
this period.
Second, the year 2025 enables military
art and technology experts to divert
their thinking from concepts and capabilities associated with the programmed force of Anny 2010 to more
novel approaches to achieve the MN
vision. It also provides ample lead time
to incorporate innovative technologies
2
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and unanticipated revolutionary discoveries into this vision.
Finally, it provides an opporrunity to
refocus Army basic and applied
research on efforts that have significant
potential for advancing critical AAN
enabling technologies. Thus, TRADOC's
AAN efforts will enable the Army to
refine it choices as a function of time
and optimize its investment decisions
to achieve critical AAN warfighter capabilities.
This article describes the assumptions, arguments, and challenges that
form the basis for conceptualizing the
Army' warfighting capabilitie out to
the year 2025 and the science and technology su pport and activities that will
enable the Anny to eventually realize
these capabilities.

Speed, Knowledge And The
Lessons Of History
Cycles of change in warfare are partiCularly difficult to comprehend and even
more difficult to anticipate because,
unlike endeavors in finance, medicine,
or law; active experience in war is,
thankfully, infrequent. Because warfare

is not frequently practiced, soldiers
must rely on the laboratory of past
experiences to gain vicarious experi- ..
ence in war. To be sure, the frenetic ~
pace of technological change in the
modem world has compressed the
interval and stretched the amplitude of
the cycles of change. Nonetheless,
undeniable cycles remain and we
should be able to search the recent past.
to identify new cycles, as illustrated in-r
Figure 1.
With the rise of industrial production
and the appearance of precision warmaking machinery such as rifled
weapons in the mid-19th century, technology began to dominate patterns of'
change. Such weapons extended the'"
deacUy zone, or the distance that sol- -(
diers had to cross to engage a defender,
from 150 meters in Napoleon's day to
1,000 meters or more by the end of the
American CiviJ War. As the deadly zone
increased by nearly a factor of 10, the ~
risks of crossing it were further multi-"
plied by the lethality induced through
the precision and volume from the massive proliferation of repeating arms.
Thus, technology favored the defender.
Images of the terrible slaughter of
World War I remain as testimony to the
cost in blood exacted by an operational
method that relied on a killing effect to
achieve decisive results.
The Germans first conceptualized the
solution in 1918, and it was deceptively
simple: short, highly intense doses of •
firepower to prepare the assault, small
units to exploit the shock effect of fire- J,
power to infiltrate and bypass centers of.
resistance, and operational formations
to move through exposed pOints of
weakness and push deep into enemy
lines. After the war, the furthe.r development of the internal combustion'
engine proVided the means to translate I
the theory into effective action and"restore the dominance of the offensive.
Motorized armored vehicles allowed
soldiers to cross the deadly zone protected by enormously greater speed
while employing blitzkrieg to gain victory. This was achieved through psycho.....
logical paralysis induced by movement,'
rather than through butchery induced
by massive application of firepower.
After World w.u- II, the challenge was
to halt a Soviet-style blitzkrieg across the
Northern German Plain. Tacrical forces
needed defenSive killing power to:absorb the initial Soviet-annored shock t
and hold their defensive positions. This
led to the defensive forces' return to
dominance. The operational problem,
May-June 1998
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however, was 10 strike deep offensively
to slow the rate of arrival of follow-on
armored force at the front line. The
resulting AirLand Battle Doctrine of the
1980s suggested a swing of the pendulum back toward offensive forces.
Operation Desert SlOrm added momentum to the pendulum swing with
ground and air forces overwhelming static defenses with unprecedented speed
and intensity. Nonetheless, even Desert
Stann produced troubling hints tllat
evolving defensive systems threaten to
reimpose strategic and operational
paralysis. Iraq's SCUD missile attacks
on audi Arabia and Israel, had they
been more accurate or included chemical or biological warheads, might have
strengthened Iraq's defense considerably. The proliferation of such systems
will substantially raise the stakes of
future interventions.
1\\'0 key attributes of future U.S.
Armed Forces, if harmoniously developed, would firmly re-establish the

dominance of the offensive forces. The
infom13tion revolution will likely allow
u to define and track the elements of a
force with exquisite clarity and detail,
but knowledge of the enemy, alone, is
not enough. We must possess the
means to act on what we know, and
action depends on speed. The combination of knowledge and peed of
movement will aUow a future battle
force to anticipate enemy movement
and turn costly force-on-force engagements of past wars into surer and less
costly engagements by cboice.
Much like the evolution of military
and private sector capabilities in the
20th century, an important physical
parameter influencing me Army After
ext is the compression of time.
For
the Army, this means taking advantage
of future advancements in information
technologies while concurrently increasing speed or equivalently reducing
the time required to strategically
deploy, tactically maneuver, traverse me

-'
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killing zone, deliver metal on target,
and provide timely logistic support to
the bauleforce. To that end, information technologies will allow us to position outside me combat zone all but
those forces necessary to move,
ohserve, and kill.
The imperative for speed in this new
form of warfare begins at home pons,
airfields, and installations. A highly
Jemal force, shorn of its Cold War
impedimenta, will be able to project
itself from tile homeland or from strategic points overseas in days rather than
weeks or months and arrive in the operational theater ready to fight. Strategic
speed will allow theater war to take the
form of a coup de main.
Our goal in applying firepower must
be to exploit its substantial paralytic
effects to gain advantage. To win quickly and decisively at low cost in the
future, we must have the means to conduct the battle quickly and end it cleanly, preferably at me moment when tbe

Killing

Killing

20 Icm/hr

15 km

• Firepower
Dominance

• Maneuver
Dominance

• Forces tied to
Railhead

• Motorization,
Wireless,
Airpower

• Exhaustion
through
Attrition
• Symmetric
Forces

• Strike Center
of Gravity
• Asymmetric
Forces

Speed

30 kmihr

• Precision
Firepower
Dominance
• Early Warning,
Tracking
• Attack to
Operational
Depth

• Platforms Accelerate
Speed
• Global Maneuver
• Asymmetric Forces

• Symmetric
Forces

Figure 1.
Technology and the cycles of war.
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Figure 2.
Science and technology support to the Army After Next development process.
paralytic effect of firepower is greatest.
Victory is best guaranteed through
maneuver of forces on the ground.
Psychological collapse, the breaking of
an enemy's will to resist, comes when
an opponent is challenged and blocked
at all points. A commander with the
dual advantage of speed of maneuver
and killing power will dominate the
battlefield. If these two essential elements of combat power are orchestrated skillfully, an unfettered battle force
will be able to strike multiple vital
points simultaneously or in a sequence
of their choosing. In a very shon time,
perhaps only hours, such a force would
be able to qUickly disintegrate an
enemy's warfIghting structures, producing an unequivocal military decision
with minimum cost.
The fourth cycle of war, therefore,
should seek to exploit the information
age to increase the velocity of maneuver. Speed must be the essential ingredient of a future landpower force.
Speed will be achieved by creating a
highly mobile force unimpeded by ter·
rain and unburdened by an agility sapping logistical yoke. To achieve the
speed of maneuver necessary to wage
4
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21st century knowledge-based warfare
will require a new concept of mechanized warfare that will free forces of
maneuver inhibiting restrictions. The
exploitation of knowledge via increased
air and ground mobility will result in
unprecedented tactical and operational
maneuverability.
Such "air mechanized" battle units
would be mechanized combined arms
echelons of maneuver capable of ale
assault to operational depths to attack
regimental size units and defend
against division sized attacks. These
units and the personnel and systems
they contain will combine extreme
speed with superior knowledge to provide precise maneuverability that takes
optimum advantage of deadly accurate
firepower. The employment of more
maneuverable air mechanized battle
forces in advance of potent Army XXI
forces would create the capacity for
21st century strategic blitzkrieg. Once
again, offensive forces would dominate

warfare.

Intertwining To The Year
2025 And Beyond
The process for intertwining military

art and technology for the AAN is

depicted in Figure 2. This process is
comprehensive, highly coordinated,
and relies on significant levels of cooperation among its participants. It stans
with the annual AAN strategic and tacti- •
cal war games that explore and assess •
novel concepts of operatiOns and capabilities and then pass through a number
of coordinated technology activities
and eventually feed back into the AAN
war games. This nonlinear process
continues until the .AAN military an ~
innovations and proposed supponing
technologies and systems converge to a
feasible, affordable, and militarily significant set of AAN capabilities.
One imponant output of each yearly
cycle of this process is a TRADOCapproved short list of critical
enabling technologies that is used to
establish new AAN Science and
Technology Objectives (STOs) that
directly involve private sector pamcipation. This is designed to cultivate a
growing private sector involvement in ..
advancing technologies in support of.
challenging AAN capabilities.
Very early in the AAN study process, the
Army recognized that team building

AAN':
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among the military an and technology
was crucial to the overall success
of the MN effort. This observation led
to the concept of Integrated Idea Teams
(lITh). The objective of these teams is to
• assess, from a technological perspective,
the concepts, capabilities, and notional
systems, including tradeoffi;, that support MN operational characteristics and
ideas developed through MN war
games. nTh are managed by the Army
'Y Materiel Command (AMG) through the
I Army Research Laboratory (ARL) and are
~ composed of technical experts from
Army laboratories, National laboratories,
the private sector, the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and
.. the other Services, and academia, as well
" as those more involved in the military an
~ side of the MN.
~
Once the TIT has developed such concepts, these notional system concept
designs are then played in force-onforce!system-of-systems high resolution
• modeling and simulation exercises con• ducled in collaboration with Rand
.,. Corp., the TRADOC Analysis Center
~ (TRAG), TRADOC, the nT, and Office of
the Assistant Secretary of the Army
Development
and
(Research,
Acquisition) (OASARDA). The purpose
of this is to assess the military significance of these systems within a larger
}-. set of warfighting systems and to deter.... mine system performance parameters
that make a difference on the battlefield. This effort recogniZes that maximizing individual system performance
does not necessarily result in a more
capable and affordable system.
The final step in this process is to
~ assess the feasibility and affordability of
selected concepts through a team of
experts from the military laboratories,
national laboratories, the private sector,
and academia. The objective of this
effort is to evaluate the nT notional sys: tern designs, in concert with the above
force-on-force results, with respect to
feasibility (laws of physics, maturity of
concept, and schedule) and affordability (development cost, production cost,
operations and support costs, and
_ leveraging with the private sector and
~ the other Services and agencies). This
effort also provides positive feedback to
~ the lIT on their notional system concept designs. These assessments are
then forwarded to TRADOC for review
and assessment and the results are used
~ to decide on the role of these notional
; system concept designs in the next
round of the AAN war games.
An example of an emerging insight
from the MN war gaming that was
expertS

r
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fleshed out through the IIT process is
the concept of air mechanization,
which was mentioned earlier.
To
achieve the requisite speed and agility,
21st century air mechanization will
have to derive from new combinations
of air and ground vehicles. A plausible
option to provide the tactical and operational maneuverability required for
the 21st century is to include an
advanced airframe designed to be both
a lifting and fighting vehicle. It would
be able to lift, conformably, members
of a family of light advanced ground
vehicles with long-range, lightweight,
The
highly accurate armaments.
advanced airframe would connect
qUickly to an advanced ground vehicle
while its crew remains inside. The
advanced airframe would transport the
vehicle anywhere on the battlefield out
to a combat radius within hours and
deploy it combat ready. In addition to
lifting advanced ground vehicles, the
advanced airframe would lift or employ
a variety of other mission modules.
All advanced ground vehicles would
rarely be reqUired to face main battle
tanks head-on, which makes it possible
to limit their weight by reducing the
need for heavy armor. They will survive
through a combination of speed, agility,
active protection, signature management and control, comprehensive situational understanding, terrain masking,
deception, and indirect fire. Greater
ground speed on and off roads will be
possible because of advanced suspension systems, power trains, and engines.
Greater fuel economies will result from
Significant weight reduction and
advanced propulsion system designs.
Thus far, the MN scudy has focused on
the chaJlenging air mechanization concept involving a high-speed tiltrotor
and several versions of a lightweight,
highly lethal, mobile companion
ground craft. This concept addresses
the following: the need to overcome
the limitations of ground vehicle speed
by transporting the ground craft at high
speed via the tiltrotor within theater;
the need for a lightweight ground craft
to limit the size of the tiltrotor; and the
need to overcome the possible absence
of an airfield in theater through the selfdeployment of the tiltrotor and ground
craft combination from CONUS. This
system approach to the AAN air mechanization concept has not completed its
first cycle through the AAN process
depicted in Figure 2. However, the
results so far are very encouraging.
The first complete assessment will
occur sometime in the summer of 1998.

In addition to this process, a complementary set of activities involving the
Army Science Board (ASB) and the
National Research Council's Board on
Army Science and Technology (BAST)
are currently under way. The ASB is
investigating opportunities to advance
strategic deployment capabilities out to
the year 2025, while the BAST is constructing an investment roadmap for
the Army Basic and Applied Research
Programs for the development of technologies that will significantly reduce
logistics demand. FinaJly, OASARDA, in
partnership with TRADOC, is planning
to initiate a series of technology-based
war games that will assist in determining the most productive investment
options to support AAN capabilities.

Conclusions
We believe the Army has seized upon
a highly compelling vision of its future
role in land warfare. It has also carefully thought through a comprehensive
process that will detertnine the key -science and technology investments
enabling it to achieve thjs vision. The
process the Army has created to navigate into the future is working very
well. The fucure Army and the United
States will be the beneficiaries of this
cooperative but chaJlenging effort.
Authors Note: The authors would like
to acknowledge the contributions of
Dr. Doug Lovelace of the Army War
College and Dr. Tom Killion of the
Army Research Laboratory in the
preparation of this article.
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COLLABORATIVE
TESTING
AND
EVALUATION
By MG Roy E. Beauchamp,
Hans E. Guttwein,
and David R. Castellano

Introduction
During the last two decades, the
Department of Defense (DOD) acquisition community has endeavored to
build and field high-quality Defense systems while struggling with the challenge of keeping costs within reasonable expectations. Faced with the
growing complexity and diversity of our
tactical, strategic and information-based
systems, COSt containment during
design and development has become
increasingly difficult. Recent initiative
in acquisition reform aim at building
"affordable" systems, and are driving a
reevaluation of the entire development
life cycle process. One goal is the elimination of redundant or unnecessary
testing and evaluation (f&E). This
must be accomplished without compromising our principal responsibility to
provide soldiers with technologically
superior systems that are both safe and
effective.
There are three basic phases of a typical development cycle: definition, engineering, and verification. Project managers (PMs) and development laboratories have sought to maximize the payback for every acqu.isition dollar spent.
Placing more emphasis on defining system requirements upfront reduces
design volatility, minimizes rework, and
keeps costs down. Certainly by applying better engineering practices, we can
expect to improve quality and efficiency. But what about T&E, the mandatory portal for system "buy off" by the
customer? What about exit criteria,
which must be met to the nth degree,
6
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imposed by three and sometimes four
independent T&E communities? Can
we find more cost-effective ways to do
T&E whHe maintaining the high quality
of our materiel?

Defining T&E
T&E is conducted at various stages

During the
last two decades,
the Department
of Defense
acquisition
community
has endeavored
to build and field
high-quality
Defense systems
while struggling
with the challenge
of keeping costs
within reasonable
expectations.

.(

...

during the acquisition of a Defense sys- ~
tem, and can be characterized as one of ..
two basic types: developmental and
operational. Developmental and operational T&E are formally defined in
Army Regulation (AR) 73-1 (Test and
Evaluation Policy, Feb. 25, 1995) as follows:
Developmental T&E is a generic term,
encompaSsing engineering type tests
used to verify that design risks are
minimized, suhstantiate achievement
of contractor technical performance,
and certify readiness for operational
testing and evaluation.
Operational T&E is a generic term
encompassing test and experimenta- •
tion in realistic operational environments with users who represent those
expected to operate and maintain the
system when it is fielded or deployed.

Developmental T&E
Developmental
T&E
addresses A
whether or not the design meets the
intended customer requirements and
ensures design integrity over a system's
specified operational and environmental range. Hardware designed in accordance with proposed production speci-··
fications is exercised under strict para- l
metric conditions. It is here that reliability, maintainability, availability, and
other parameters are validated with
high degrees of confidence. For a
major program where the live fire legislation applies, a separate live fire test ~
must be conducted to validate that per- ,
[omlance requirements (survivability,
vulnerability, and lethality) are indeed
achieved against actual threat targets.
May-Jtlne 1998

Operational T&E
• Operational T&E addresses whether
- or nor the system is suitable for field
use. It is conducted under realistic
operational conditions on a production representative system to determine its operational effectiveness and
. suitability for use by typical users in
I combat or when otherwise deployed.
Much of the tactical doctrine is fleshed
out dUring this test to ensure operational suitability.
Traditionally, both developmental and
operational T&E were conducted sepa; rately, with one having little influence
on the other because of their diverse
test requirements. For example, developmental T&E may validate reUability
and accuracy of rounds fired, while
operational T&E may validate rates of
; fll'e given a particular target scenario.
• Naturally, this led to some redundancy
in testing since there was no sharing of
data. While the elimination of either
type ofT&E is not practical, combining
portions of both shows promise as a
way to cut test costs and field systems
earlier.

). Continuous Evaluation
Initiative
In the mid 1980s, the Army initiated a
process called continuous evaluation
to make maximum use of any and ali
testing efforts. For about 2 years (198587), te t facilities were "certified" to
. provide shareable data. These facilities
• could be the Army's proving grounds,
contractor facilities, or Army operational test facilities. The theory was
that test data (or results) would be
determined "certifiably good," and be
used to suppOrt engineering design verification, developmental test assessA ments,
and operational evaluations.
Continuous evaluation would be
applicable from early proof-of-principal
tests through production resting.
Although a valiant effort, continuous
evaluation never achieved its full
j potential.
There was never enough
confidence built into the test data to
assure future evaluators that the information was valid for their specific
needs.
Separate and independent
developmental and operational resting
continued to flourish.

• Stream]joiog T&E
Acquisition reform does provide a significant opportunity for streamlining
May-Jllne 1998

Recent initiatives
in acquisition reform
aim at building
"affordable" systems,
and are driving
a reevaluation
of the entire
development
life cycle process.
T&E, recognizably so because significam costs are incurred for final proveout, and it is here that the greatest
opportunity for gaining fiscal effidencies exists.
Let us examine and discuss these fiscal
opportunities. treamlining T&E is not
a new initiative. T&E organizations
throughout the Services have attempted for years to combine or reduce T&E
requirements through a number of
methods. For example, modeling and
simulation (M&S) has been employed
omewhat effectively in reducing the
scope of both developmental and operational T&E. In an interview in the
May-June 1996 issue of Program
Manager, Philip E. Coyle III, Director of
Operational Test and Evaluation
(DOT&E), stated his office views M&S
as an effective tool for assessing areas
that are " .. . straigh tforward and
tractable ... " but it would not be a subtiN te for real tests. The premise is that
models can be used to eliminate certain
tests, thereby refocusing limited test
resources on the areas that are less
understood.
If one compares the objectives of
developmental and operational T&E,
they are essentially the same. Both are
meant to validate item performance
against a set of estabUshed requirements. The difference between the two
has to do with the conduct of each test,
not their respective test objectives.
Performance objectives for developmental T&E deal with predetermined
thresholds of various requirements,
such as accuracy and precision for a
weapon system under high and low
temperatures, sustainment of opera-

tional capability under an extreme limit
vibration schedule, and the reliability
and durability of the item under those
conditions. Of course, all of these performance parameters are of interest to
the operational evaluator, but operationally speaking, it is the warfighter
who employs the equipment in the
field under dynamic conditions. He or
she is not so much interested in mea·
suring the miss distance or aiming error
as in hitting a threat target under battlefield conditions. In both cases, hitting a target is the requirement; howev.
er, the parameters being measured are
different. But does this mean that combining tests is not possible? Let's
explore that question.

Combining Testing
The very naNres of pre-production
qualification testing and initial operationaltesting (lOT), coupled with their
unique goals, mean that their developmental and operational T&E aspects
cannot always be readily combined.
However, there are ways to combine
portions of each through the sharing of
tests and/or test data. The concept is
simple: execute one test but collect
enough data to satisfy both developmental and operational objectives, or
execute individual tests but share the
test results. How test results can be
shared is best exemplified in the following examples:
• In a controlled environment, conduct live fire testing of a weapon system
to coUect sufficient parametric data to
establish fire control ballistic accuracy
and reliability (developmental T&E
requ irement).
• In a mission scenario, conduct live
fire testing of a weapon system to prove
out sustained rates of fire (operational
T&E requirement).
Data from the mission scenario, if
properly instrumented, could be used
to reduce the number of rounds
required to establish statistically sound
accuracy/reliabiUty figures. Likewise,
live fire ballistic accuracy/reliability testing could be conducted in a mission
scenario to validate rates of lire. In
either case, test resources are optimized by collecting data that are usable
by both the developmental and operational T&E communities. Both parties,
however, must compromise to some
degree when using tbe data for their
evaluations. Developmental testers
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must accept the integrity of data collected under non-pristine conditions,
where variables are allowed to change
within reasonable tolerances. Ukewise,
operational testers must accept test
data collected under constrained conditions that attempt to mimic, within reason, a mission scenario. Only after each
party takes this major step can the efficiencies become reality.
So what is the driving force behind the
compromise? It must be a melding of
the perspectives among the integrated
product team members, who can outline the strategies and derive the cost
benefits. The Test Integration Working
Group (TIWG) i the vehicle to achieve
agreement and coordination. Although
developers and evaluators can agree in
principle to optimize combined tests,
the "devil is really in the details." The
process of combining tests to support
operational as well as developmental
T&E goals will be unique to each program. It will take a TlWG with knowledgeable representatives who have
both the authority to make decisions
and the will to compromise for this
process to be successful.

Examining Cooperative T&E
Let us take a closer look at the combined developmental and operational
T&E approach, as d cooed above.
With a Li ttle extra effort, it is clear to see
that issues such as safety, reliability, and
performance can be "assessed" in such
a manner that operational T&E mission
scenarios and user acceptance can also
be "evaluated." There are numerous
cases where attempts have been made
to "share the data." In fact, Coyle SUlled that approximately two-thirds of the
programs under DOT&E over ight
involve a period of combined developmental and operational T&E.
As
resources continue to diminish, the
acquisition community must continue
to come to grips with this situation in
the true spirit of integrated teaming.
Maintain the independence mandated
by law and good practice, but also
work together to gain efficiencies in
T&E that may translate into significant
cost reductions.

Cooperative T&E Of
SoftWare-Based Systems
Immature software continues to be
the number one cause of operational
T&E failure. This is a staggering statement when one considers the dramatic
impact on cost and schedule resulting
from scrap, rework, and rOT restarts
8
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and reruns. Implications for costs continue to be significant. As shown in the
accompanying illustration, the relative
cost to fix an error grows logarithmically as a function of when the error is discovered. For example, a software error
found late in the development phase of
the Life cycle can cost as much as :> to 20
times more to fix than if it were discovered during the design phase.
Furthermore, the cost to fix a software
error found during fielded operation
can range from 10 to 85 times what it
would have cost to fix it during the
design phase. It is ironic that Dr.
Jacques S. Gao ler, Under Secretary of
Defense for Acquisition and Technology, presented this chart over 20 years
ago, and the trends still hold true
today!
So the emphasis is clearly on early
participation by the independent
agents, particularly the PM's or the
developer's own independent verifica·
tion and validation (JV&V) agent. We
have found that upfront involvement
and continuous evaluation tend to
work well with oftware-based systems,
yielding software products that are
highly mature and robust. We have also
found it easier to combine developmental and operational T&E becau e of
greater overlaps in scope and purpose.
This is achieved through extensive engineering validation testing, ranging from
bench-level to onboard system proveout, coupled with cooperative efforts

contributed by the developmental
assessment, operational evaluation,
and user communities.

Cooperative T&E Case
Studies
Two cases described below demonstrate return on invesonent, not only
from actual T&E cost reductiOns, but
also from cost avoidance by finding
software errors early during each system's development Life cycle.
M109A6 Self-Propelled Howitzer.
(paladin). The Paladin system, a legacy ~
field artilIery centerpiece, recently
underwent major modernization,
boasting a semi-autonomous fire con·
trol system with the sophistication of
mid-1990s computer electronics.
Paladin was originally "Materiel.
Released" in 1992 with nearly 200,000 A
lines of Ada code. It performed flaw·
lessly during developmental and operational T&E, and is by our estimates the
fmt Army software-based ystem to be
fielded without software errors.
Operational T&E costs alone were·
about $7 million.
\
In 1993, Paladin underwent a major
software upgrade to maintain compliance with changes to command, control and communication protocols. It
was during this upgrade effort that significant cost reductions were achieved. .,
Developmental T&E was eliminated by'
combining T&E requirements, sharing
data from engineering validation tests,
M ay-Jllne 1998

and from previously successful coordination efforts and cooperation extended by the IV&Vagent. Operational T&E
,. was minimized to consist of a command, control and communications
interoperability test to validate compliance. The net cost avoidance was in the
millions of dollars, and Paladin was
> again fielded with no known software
errors.
In 1996, Paladin underwent further
extensive software upgrades, when
onboard computers were convened
from 16-bit to 32-bit architectures, and
in late 1997 when the custom onboard
computers were replaced with a commercial off-the-shelf Pentium computer
with the Wmdows T operating system.
Again, no developmental or operational
T&E was required as a result of extensive cooperation and sharing data from
the engineering validation tests. In both
instances, millions of dollars in testing
costs were avoided, and Paladin was
.. fielded with no known software errors.
Further Paladin software upgrades are
planned and antidpated as additional
field requirements are mandated. By
continuing the strategies of test consolidation, vigorous coordination, and
extensive cooperation, additional finan~ cial and functional successes are
expected.
M30 Improved Mortar Ballistic
Computer (IMBQ. The M30 1MBC system is a hand-held, militarized laptop
running fire control software for 81 mm
and 120 mm mortar systems. It boasts
a wide range of tactical mission scenarios, monar ammunition, and mortar
system configurations. The IMBC has
nearly 130,000 line of Ada code, and is
scheduled for initial release in 1998.
As a new software-intensive system,
PM-Monars (the developer) and the
.s. Army Tank-automotive
and
Armaments Command's (TACOM's)
Armament Research, Development and
Engineering Center (its IV&V agent)
took great measures from the heginning to ensure fuU and complete inte.. gration of the developmental assessor
and operational evaluator. As a result,
the developmental T&E has been eliminated in lieu of extensive engineering
validation tests conducted during JV&Y.
In addition, the operational T&E has
been greatly minimized, consisting of
user training and minor tactical validation. The net cost avoidance is estimated to be $1 million to 2 million. Also,
an additional cost avoidance of
$200,000 was achieved by further reflnMay-June 1998

ing the process of sharing performance
and reliability test data.
The examples cited are only two of
the many examples of Significant cost
avoidance attributable to coUaborative
T&E. As DOD moves forward and institutionalizes collaborative T&E, even
more efficiencies will be realized.
Empowering the TIWG with both th.e
responsibility and authority to find the
best way to test and evaluate a program
can achieve startling results.

Conclusion
Testing and evaluation of systems,
subsystems and components i a critical
dimension of the systems development
business.
This process is critical
because of the extreme conditions
under which equipment is used. If
equipment does not pedoem soldiers
die. That is a powerful and compelling
reason to require rigorous and
demanding T&E.
However, there are other realities that
require consideration. For example, we
have technology that can assist in the
conduct of T&E in ways that were not
possible a few years ago. We have modeling and simulation capabilities with
the attendant information processing
and computer capabilities to enable us
to replicate dynamic operating environments that were hardly imaginable a
few years ago. Perl)aps equally important is the widely understood necessity
to reduce the costs and cycle times of
weapons systems development while
maintaining our qualitative edge that is
the keystone of our warfighting capability. We Simply cannot afford unnecessary processes. This does not mean
that we will not do operational and/or
developmental T&E. It may mean we
will do fewer tests, fire fewer rounds, or
drive fewer miles.
The concept of coUaborative T&E,
sharing tests and data, is one way to
help achieve these efficiencies. No one
is suggesting a relaxation of the standards or a compromise of the quality of
materiel put in the hands of soldiers. It
means finding better and more costeffective ways of doing busi ness. It
means developing meaningful pannerships with contractors and systems
developers and fully involving the
T&E community at the beginning_
Collaborative T&E can help us do all of
this if we are willing, courageous, and
creative enough to "check our baggage"
at the door when we begin the developmentThis is what acquisition

reform is all about.
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LIFE CYCLE
COST DRIVERS
FROM
THE
PROGRAM
MANAGER'S
PERSPECTIVE
By BG Joseph L. Yakovac
and Wesley L. Glasgow
Introduction
The Program Manager (PM) in today's
environment of constrained resources Jilces
many cballenges in managing military devel·
opmental systems. While the challenges and
obstacles are daunting, some can be opportunities jf viewed as such and managed
accordingly. Making the PM a major partido
pant In managing the total life Cycle Cost
(LeC) fur Acquisition Category (ACAl) systems is one such cballenge. Even though
this seemingly new approach to systems
management is furmalized, the question is
whether this reaJ.Iy is a new cballenge and, if
so, what new opportunities can the PM seize
to make his or her system better and more
cost efficient?
The purpose of this article is to put the
issue of LeC management into perspective-the PM's perspecti:ve----<lnd to offer a
view on potential opportunities afforded by
the new furmalized approach to LeC management. The recent emphasis stems from
the impression that the PM tends to lose
focus on LeCs once the system enters production. This impression is debamble to
some PMs who believe they have always per.
funned this responsibility. Regardless of
where LeC accounmbility resided in the
past, there's opportunity now fur the PM to
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marshal
forces
toward
controlling
Operations and Support (O&S) costs (a
major component of LeC) that systems
accrue after fielding.
While continuing to recognize that LeCs
mUSt be controlled and reduced, the PM
now has the mandate to implement a sys.
tematic program consisting of a mix of
planned system upgrades and retrofits,
Modernization Through Spares (MTS)
strategies, and other invesanent means. This
will ensure that systems remain safe and
usable for the soldier, yet achieve a continuous balance between capability require.
ments and LeCs.

The PM As Ufe Cycle Manager
Most PMs consider themselves to be part of
the life cycle system management team.
However, the PM's vision extends principal.
Iy to major system upgrades through the
production run years and ends with transition of the program to Level n or Level ill
management. During direct management of
the system, the PM has always strived to provide best value and procure the best system
given the available resources. But the scope
of his or her purview necessarily encompassed the areas it was possible to control
with the means at hand.

For exampLe, in the Bradley Fighting
\ehicle System (BFVS), two major significant
capability improvements-the AI and A2
modilicatiorur-were "cut" into the produc·
tion run and now the third formal modification-the A3-i in development. Each
modification added ignificant capabilities to
the basic '\\0" model, however, because
added capability was the priority, the LCC
was also affected.
The specified Mean Mile Between Failure
(MMBF) requirement fur the B~ (AO) was
240 miles, but as a result ofcontinuous team
effort, the MMBF steadily improved to where
the A2 achieved a Standard of 720 MMB~a
three·fuld increase. Such statistics translate
intO improved operational readiness,
reduced need fur maintenance, and greater
efficiency in using consumable expenditures, each contributing to reduced total
LCC. This achievement was largely possible
due to the lengthy production run for the
Bradley system, where typically 10 percent
of budgeted production dollars were put
toward system improvemenlS.
In addition, the BFVS A3 upgrade eliminated a capability as a direct result of the real
impacts of LCC. 'lbe original Bradley had
the requirement to swim, if necessaty, across
tactical water obstacles to maintain surprise
and momentum in the attack The downide of this requirement was the significant
cost of the technical features necessary to
make every vehicle In the Jleet have this
capability. It simply became too COSt prohibitive to retain this requirement in view of
actual tactical experience that seldom
required this capability and the fact that
other changes required corresponding
changes to the swim features. Lee became
the final argument that caused a reduction in
the requirement.

System Technical Support
The major tool that made the Bt"VS reliability and capability gains possible was the
robust System Technical Support (5TS)
effort built into the assorted contracts. The
S1'S elfurt allowed considerable supplemen·
tary test and evaluation of subsystems and
componenlS and provided hard analysis to
assist modification decisiorunaking. This,
however, was somewhat of a luxury based
upon the long and mble production run
that the Bradley system experienced. A
steady and long production run probably
can no longer be counted on for extensive
product improvement planning.
This article does nOl address the equipment modification and S1'S tools in detail
because they are familiar processes in the
PM repertoire. The point is that all PMs
mUSt continuously attempt to incorporate
aspects of technical insertion and reduce
LCC. This can be accomplished by PM :
• Having their user buy into lifi cycle management (LCM);
• Learning to analyze all of the data avail·
able on system cost drivers;
• Leveraging resources normally not pur·
sued by PMs; and
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• The Army making a commitment to life
cyde investment.

Materiel Developer

What's On The Horizon
Despite best elfurts of the PM to control
LCCs, the reality is that the operational
requirements of the system sometime mitigate against fully controlling COStS, especially when dealing with advanced and
unproven technology The Operational
Requirements Document (ORO) formulates
the basic requirements fo.r the system, but
currently there are few "filters" fur cost control in the ORO language. Instead, it constantly devolves to
the materiel
developer/combat developer "team" to
trade off requirementS against what is
achievable and what is affordable.
The give and take between the materiel
and combat developer roles is nothing new,
but perhaps it's time to establish a slightly
different priority paradigm in view of the
emerging presence of LCC management.
Figure 1 depicts such an approach where a
small change in priority might cast a different aspect on the success of the PM in managing LCes.
As shown in the figure, safety always takes
precedence in the consideration of materiel
changes, but now is the time to supplant
operational capability increases with LeC
considerations in second place.
When given the luxury of lengthy production runs, the opportunity for materiel
changes applied to the production stream is
a normal strategy, but there is a downside.
The system tends to stretch its capability
envelope over time, and funding and
emphasis on capability increases tend to
dwindle, save those for safety problems,
after the system is fielded.
Further,
increased resources are required to suppon
fielded systems as their technology becomes
dated and spares become Less available at
reasonable cost.
The burden of supporting technologically
obsolescent systems was an acceptable
drawback when a replacement system existed on the developmental horizon. New
developmental programs today, however,
tend to be the exception rather than the
rule. The situation now presents challenge
or opponunity since the PM is firmly
ensconced with the task of controlling the
total LCC for the system.

Modernization Through

Spares

The answer is a more deliberate elfun to
invest in product improvement not only of
the system but the subsystems (repairables)
and spares (conswnables) that will suppon
the system as long as it'S fielded. The MTS
Program is the prindpal means to upgrade
subsystems and spares to incorporate more
recent and less costly technologies in an elfident manner.
The thought process for taking advanrage
of MTS involves several angles. Early planning is key. To prepare for MTS, the system
has to incorporate c=in facilities from the
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Old Priority Agreement
Paradigm:

..
?

•

I. Soldier Safety

2. Capability
3. Life Cycle Costs

New Priority Agreemenl
Paradigm:
I. Soldier Safety
2. Life Cycle Costs
3. Capability

beginning.
These preparations, called
"designing for modernization," entail measures such as "open" system architecture,
modular replacement and software partitioning to simplilY the use of "pull-outlplug-in"
modules. The use of performance spedfications is also key to hopes of using more flex·
ible commerdal standards and spedficadons.
These features have always been in the
PM's tool bag and were seldom overlooked
in the development ofa program acquisition
strategy. The problem for most programs
was, and continues to be, resourdng.
Strategies effective in the days when a long
production run and strong resources were
available are more problematic today. In
today's environment, a consdous effOrt
must be applied throughout the Anny to
fund MTS programs to address the real cost
drivers that drive up the total Lee. Such a
program can be implemented in many ways,
but all responsible leaders must realize that
to make a product, any product, better
requires a level of investment.

System

.

Figure 1.
The PM/user
prioritized
view
of requirements.

Legacy Systems
To address the whole range of iCC, legacy
systems must also be considered. A tendency exists to make investments in a few major
systems that represent the Army's pacing
combat systems. Table 1 shows bow a hand·
fuI of systems account for over two thirds of
the Thnk·auromotive and Annamenrs
Command's (fACOM's) total purchases.
But one must remember that the effectiveness of many of these systems, in a tactical
sense, is affected by lesser known systems
that represent significant continuing O&S
cost drivers.
An example is the Annored Vehide Launch
Bridge (AVLB) system mounled on the venerable M60 tank chassis. This system, representing a critical irreplaceable combat function, is scheduled to be upgraded with the
Wolverine Heavy Assault Bridge system. The
problem is that we will never buy enough
Wolverines to replace all the AVLBs.
Therefore, we will have many AVLBs in the
inventory for years to come. The manager of
the AVLB must have access to resources to

,

J

Total Purchases
($M. FY97)

% of Total

10% Reinvest
($M)

Abrams

$ 383.9

44.4

Bradley

83.6

9.7

8.4

M88 Rec Veh

72.7

8.4

7.3

HMMWV

50.3

5.8

5.0

All Others

273.3

31.6

27.3

863.8

100.0

TOTALS

$

$

$

38.4

86.4

Table f.
TACOM total spares and repairable purchases by military system.
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Produdi.on (System Tec/mical Support)

Lee Investment
(Olll-al-Production
System Technical Support)

Time

Figure 2.
Life Cycle Cost
investment
curves.

•

explore means for the materiel developer, the combat developer, OSMIS and TRM
managers, and others involved to devise an
equitable formula for savings distribution
upfront as a new, more reliable system is
fielded or a Significant cost driver is
redressed. The resultant funding can aIIect
further force modernization improvements
andlor OSCR fur legacy systems as well as
systems in production. Th.e downside, of
course, is that unlts already strapped for
resources will be direcrJy effected with the
reduced funding level available, but this is
balanced somewhat by the continually ,
improving reliability and the overall reduced
costs of the equipment the soldier uses to
conduct the mission.

Conclusion
address his or her cost drivers.
In short, an investment curve in funding fur
0&8 COSt reduction needs to rise to correspond to decreases in production investment
funding to keep equipment readiness in
equilibrium and LCC down. A spending
approach to provide for real O&S cost reduction might appear such as that shown in
Figure 2. Investment muSt include not only
the advanced digital equipment but important legacy systems like the AVLB as well.
Some of the investment must be expended
to improve data collection to identify the
most significant system COSt drivers.
Several powerful tools exist to assist in
identifying the real cost drivers. The
Operating and Support Management
Information System (OSMIS), Fielded
Vehicle Performance Data System, and others are useful tools; however, the PMs must
understand the limitations of the data provided by each of these tools and bow to use
them. The PM ream must range further
afield to incorporate representatives from
the Integrated Materiel Management Center,
the Defense Logistics Agency (DIA), contrac-

Responsibility
for
product
improvement
is constantly
emphasized
in PM
system
acquisition
strategies.
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tors and others with specialized knowledge
in this area to help lay out LCC strategy and
budget goals and objectives.

Tasks
The primary tasks fur the PM in this environment are to be as knowledgeable as possible of his or her system cost drivers down
to the third and fuUrth tier of the Work
Breakdown Structure, and know how to
obtain funding for LeC improvements. He
or she can partially accomplish tasks by maximizing the use of LCM Integrated Process
Teams, which consist of the logistiCS experts
within bis/her supporting commands.
The second task is the harder task for the
Army and that is to marshal a set of resources
the PM can routinely tap into fur good LCC
ideas. The funds must be economically dispersed so all systems can gain support for
their valid cost drivers. The Army must recognize the need to invest especlally more
heavily in legacy systems where cost drivers
will increasingly pinch in the years ahead.
Money is beginning to be provided from
venues such as O&S cost reduction (OSCR)
accounts and DLA:s Savings Through ·Value
Enhancement ($AVE) Program, but better
methods need to be developed to capture
savings and plow investment funds back into
programs .in a timely fashion. For example,
from Table 1, ifonlya 10 percent savings was
achieved in LeC in each of the programs list·
ed, that would yield more than $59 million
as potential investment resourcing for programs to achieve further efficiencies.
Ultimately, the efforts of the PM to reduce
0&5 costs must be rewarded with additional resourcing. This is difficult if the Training
Resource Model (I'RM) used to resource
field units lags the introduction of the PM's
efforts in LCC savings. To fully benefit efforts
in OSCR, some proportion of resources realized through upgrading systems or parts savings at the unit level should rebound to the
PM for further investment. At the unit level,
there are always unfunded requirements
that will consume any savings from PM
investment efforts.
Rather than units consuming all LeC savings on their requirements, it may be time to

In conclusion, PMs have never been out of
the loop in the management of LCGs. They
budget to reduce them and employ their
entire teams in designing a system that
attempts to minimize the COSt of ownership
in every subsystem. Responsibility for product improvement is constantly emphasized
in PM system acquisition strategies. The
success of our PM efforts is evident in the
proven success of currently fielded systems.
We need to build on this success, continue
to refine the legacy systems, and enable the
PM to be a partner in the Operations and
Maintenance Army world expanding his or
her efforts at reducing 0&5 costs.
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A NEW APPROACH
TO THE ARMY
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAM
Introduction
A robust, well-focused science and technology (5&1) program is essential for the
Army to achieve its goal of providing the
warfighter with the most capable,
advanced weapon systems. However,
even the most prOmising systems conceived and developed as a result of the
Army's S&T Program will never reach the
field if they are too expensive to produce,
particularly in the current budget-constrained environment.
Because of the Increased focus on
affordability, the Army's Manufacturing
Technology (MANTECH) Program has
become an essential element of the S&T
Program. The primary goal of the Army
MANTECH Program is to provide essential
manufacturing technologies that will
enable affordable production and sustainment offuture weapon systems. Managed
by the Army Materiel Command (AMC),
the MANTECH Program offers an opportunity to address affordability as early in
the life cycle as possible. Because it focuses on maturing and validating emerging
manufacturing technologies that result in
reduced costs, improved quality, and
reduced cycle time, the Army MANTECH
Program also can reduce program risk.
In previous years, the MANTECH
Program addressed many important man·
ufacturing issues, spreading available
funding among various AMC commodity
areas to solve problems in a broad range
of technical areas. Initially, these efforts
were qulce successful. In recent years,
however, the program has suffered seve.re
funding decrementS as well as significant
funding instabilities created by multiple
and substantial I-year Congressional
requests for special Interest projects. In
FY97, MANTECH discretionary funding
levels reached. an all-time low, making it
imperative for the Army to rethink its
MANTECH strategy.

By Dr. Marilyn M. Freeman,
Carol Gardinier, and
Dr. Robert S. Rohde
(STOs) as a model and the Army Science
and Tech.nology Working Group (ASlWG)
as a vehicle for moving the MANTECH
Program into the Army S&T mainstream.
The Army devised a strategy In which
funds of multiple PMs and industry will
supplement MANTECH funds to address
selected cross-cutting manufacturing
issues that promise maximum rerum on
investment.
Ac the heart of the \lew MANTECH strat·
egy is the creation of a small number of
manufacturing cechnology objectives
(MTOs) that will be analogous to STOg,
comprising general and specific manufacturing objectives. MTO managers will be
designated with each haVing specific PM

customers. Each MTO will be completed
in 3 to 5 years and funded at $I million to
$3 million per year. A goal is to have
MTOs consume approximately 50 percent
of the total MANTECH funding. In addition, there will be a number of manufacturing demonstrations (MDs), each spanning 1 to 3 years in length and funded at
$300,000 to ,$ I million per year.
Figure 1 shows the path through which
STOs are proposed and recommended to
the ASlWG for final approval. Just as the
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
Command is the customer for STOg and
Advanced Technology Demonstrations,
program executive officers (PEOs) and
PMs are the customers for MANTECH
efforts. Therefore, MTOs will be
processed through a parallel path in
which the PEOjPM community has significant input to theASlWG.

MANTEcn Technical Council
Another key player in this process is the
MANTECH Technical Council (MTTC) ,
which has been established co review the
MANTEeH Program annually and approve

Current s&T STO Path to ASTWG
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New MANTECH Initiative
In FY98, the Army implemented a new
initiative to refocus and enhance the
MANTECH Program using the Army
Science and Technology Objectives
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the MTOs (Figure 2). Members of the
MITC include represematives from me
Office of me Deputy Assistant secretary of
the Army for Research and Technology
(SARD-TR and SARD-ZS). the Office of the
Army Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations
and plans (DAMO-FD). and HQ AMC
(AMCRDA-1). Figure 3 shows me MITC
responsibilities. The MITe will scrutinize
each MTO proposal and prioritize me
candidates to ensure that those that go
forward have the broadest Army/customer
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proponency, have su.fficient discretionary
funding to ensure success, maximize
leveraging opportUnities, and offer me
greatest "bang for the buck." Only the
top-rated MTOs approved by the MITC
will be forwarded to the AS1WG for final
approval.
The first MITC meeting was held in
November 1997. and one MTO was
approved for initiation in FY98. That
MTO addresses manufacruring issues
associated with reducing the costs of pro-

dUcing infrared cooled and uncooled
starring arrays. Because focal plane
arrays are essential elements in a significant number of Army systems, it is
expected that there will be significant
cost savings achieved through this effort.
During FY98, new MTO and/or MD candidate projects may be submitted to the
AMC representative for consideration at
the next MITC meeting. Two other
MTOs were approved for FY99 starts.
One will address development of plastic
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MANTECH Management Oversight
MTTC Responsi~
•
•
•
•

Establish Army MANTECH program objectives
Review the Army MANTE CH (MT) invesbnent strategy and program
Review, revise and forward MTOs to the ASTWG for approv:tl
Provide broad guidance and programmatic input to the AMC/PE0PM Review Panel

MT AMC/PEO Management Group Responsibilitie..£
• Issue annual call for projects to field & canv:ts PEOs/PMs to
identify most critical manufacturing issues
• Fonnulate, coordinate and integrate MT projects
• Review, assess, ev:tJuate, revise and prioritize MT projects within
guidelines from MTTC
• Submit an MT Program Plan to the MTTC annually

Figure 3.
encapsulated microcircuits, and the
other will address affordable manufacture of composite structures.

Conclusion
As the new MANTECH strategy demon.
strates that significant cost savings can be
achieved with relatively small investments
in manufacturing technology early in
materiel development, the Army leadership believes the downward funding
trend associated with MANTECH will be
reversed. In the future, MTOs, in addl·
tion to the 200 Army STOs, will comprise
the centerpiece of the Army S&T Program.
During FY9B, steps will be taken, using
the same process and the MTTC, to man·
age two related cost savings programs:
the Reliability, Maintainability and
Sustainability (RM&S) Program for
Operation and Sustainment Cost Reduction; and the Commercial Operation and
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Sustainment Savings Initiative (COSSI)
Program.

DR. MARlLYN M. FREEMAN is a
physical scientist in the Office ofthe
Director at the Army Research
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prior assignment was in the Office
ofthe Deputy Assistant Secretary of
the Army for Research and
Technology where she assisted in
constructing and coordinating the
revised Army MANTECH strategy.
She received her Ph.D. in materials
science and engineering from the
University of Texas at Austin.
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Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Armyfor Research and Thchnology.
He is responsible for oversight of
the MANTECH, RM&5, and COSSI
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physicsfrom the Illinois Institute of
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R&D Achievement Awards . ..

ARMY
RECOGNIZES
53 ENGINEERS
AND
SCIENTISTS
By Daniel C. Oimoen
One of the highest honors the Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Research,
Development and Acquisition can bestow
on members of the engineering and scientific community is the Department of
the Army Research and Development
(R&D) Achievement Award. lbis presti·
gious award recogniZes outstanding Army
engineering and science achievements
that have resulted in improved U.S. Army
capabilities and contributed to the
nation's welfure.
Each year, every major Army command
nominates personnel (individuals or small
teams) for the award based on their
achievements in conducting or leading
outstanding R&D efforts during the previous year. Nominations are reviewed by an
Evaluation Committee of highly qualified
members of the Anny science and technology community headed by the
Director for Research and Laboratory
Management. Achievements are evaluated on the basis of their overall quality,
technical merit, importance to the Anny,
and contribution to the national interest.
Nominations that represent truly outstanding achievements are selected to
receive the award.
The 1997 Evaluation Committee selected 53 Army engineers and scientists to
receive awards for work conducted in
1996. Below is a list of the award winners
and their achievements, grouped by com-
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rnand and organization. Each individual
will receive an official letter of commendation and an award plaque, to be presented at the 1998 Army Science
Conference in June.

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF
ENGINEERS

u.s. Army Waterways Fxperlment
Station
Roy E Leach will receive an award for
development of a new method of cleaning
relief wells and drains. These wells and
drains assist in controlling seepage at
water-regulating structures. Leach developed the "Blended Chemical Heat
Treatment Method" while researching the
problem of bacterial clogging in relief
wells and drains. This method, which has
now been adapted for industrial use,
increases effectiveness and can cut lifetime costs up to 50 percent.
Dr. James T Baylot, Tommy L Bevins,
and Dr. Raju R Namburu will be recognized for their achievement in successfully developing high-petformance scientific
computing tools to analyze water-tamped,
near-surfuce, cylindrical explosion phenomena and damage of multistory concrete buildings to protect overseas U.S.
forces from terrorist attacks. This technology provides a significant new modeling

and simulation capability (using the most
advanced high-performance computing
assets in DOD) to the Army and DOD to
develop a technology base for designingand/or retrofitting military fucilities to
ensure their security and survivability
against terrorist attacks.
Alejandro R. Carrillo, Charles S. jones,
and]ohn E. West will be cited for developing a real-time simulation system that
allows interactive visualization and steering of numerical computations. This
capability integrates distributed, heterogeneous high petformance computational
resources with high-speed networks and
graphics workstations to allow engineers
and scientists to interactively investigate
the behavior of scientific processes being
modeled via a computational simulation.
This is a fundamental technology critical
to the development of a next generation
numerical simulator.
Robert A Davidson, john F. George, and
Dr: john M. Nestler were selected for the
award for their efforts in improving the
passage, health, and protection of salmon
in the Paci:llc Northwest. They improved
knowledge of how hydraulics and
hydraulic structures affect salmon, and
identified new technology that led to
development and installation of a prototype underwater, high-frequency sound
fish protecrion system. Ultimately, this
technology will be used to protect other
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ecologically important fish.
John E George, Dr. Jolm E. HiteJr., and
Charles H. Tate Jr. will be recognized for
their achievement in assisting in the devel~. opment of the Los Angeles County
Drainage Area Project. Their connibutions resulted in significantly reducing the
construction time and total project cost
while increasing the level of flood protection for this area. Densely populated, this
l- area is nationally important due to the volume of international commerce that passes through it. This project is still being
modified at the request of local ponsors;
however, modifications developed by this
., team have been initiated. These efforts
have advanced the current design aitena
'" used in feasibility-level efforts addressing
bridge replacement, and provided low
cost alternatives that will ensure increased
flood carrying capacities in high velocity
channels.
) Dr. Jimmy E. Fowler, Cheryl E. Pollock,
and Dr. Donald T. Resto were selected for
• the award for their development of the
Rapidly ]nstalled Breakwater (lUB) sys< tem,
The RIB system is designed to
address problems associated with the mil• itary's efforts to off-load ships at sea during Logistics Over the Shore (LOTS) operations. Problems arise with these operations when seas become turbulent, limiting capabilities of crane operalOrs and
~ -stevedore crews.
The RIB system is
designed to solve this problem by creating
a "pool" of calmer water where these
operations can continue. During the
~ spring and summer of ]996, the capabilities of a mid-scale RIB system were
demonstrated during a field deployment.
The Joint Integrated Product Team, which
coordinates all Joint LOTS-related R&D,
has selected the RIB system as one of the
top priority efforts for rapid prototyping
• within DOD.

U.S. ARMY MEDICAL
RESEARCH AND MATERIEL
COMMAND

• u.s. Army Medical Materiel
Devewpment Activity

MJV 1racey L Syvertson was chosen fur
"'" the award for her leadership in organizing
and managing a team that developed the
Armored Medical Treatment Vehicle, The
team was composed of highly skilled and
I.. motivated engineers, craftsmen and military medicine operations specialists. Under
her direction, th,is team moved the project
from a concept stage through early mockups to delivery of a combat-ready prototype
in less than S months in early 1996.
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DEPUlY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR
PERSONNEL

u.s. Army Research Institute For the
Bebavroral and Social Sciences
Dr. Robert A Wisher will be recognized
fur his outstanding research related to
training the Individual Ready Reserve
(IRR) during mobilizati.on. He led a team
of researchers in identifying fuct.ors that
predict how well aitical military skills are
retained and reacquired by members of
the IRR during mobilization. His efforts
led to a change in mobilization policy that
has been implemented with the Volunteer
for Early Access From the Ready Reserve
Program.

U.S. ARMY MATERIEL
COMMAND

u.s.

Army Research Laboratory
Drs, Louise C. Sengupta and Somnath
Sengupta will be cited for their outstanding research in the use .of ferroelectric
material instead of ferrite as the phase
shifting element fur antennas. The new
material reduces the cost of each element
and reduces the weight of the antenna by
25 percent, making it more accessible to
the warfighter. The high·voltage breakdown strength of the ferroelectric material makes it a viable candidate fur high
energy storage with potential application
for the pulsed power supply fur the e1ec·
tromagnetic gun.
Dr. Betsy M Rice and Dr. Samuel F.
1hwino will be honored fur their use of
theoretical chemistry to determine a novel
mechanism for detonation. They developed and tested a realistic model of an
energetic crystal using the atomistic simulation method known as molecular
dynamiCS, and compared the results with
tho e from the well-established hydrody.
namic theory of detonation. This effort
was the first to confinn that molecular
simulation can adequately desaibe the
phenomenon of detonation. Also, Rice
and Trevino were the first to provide a
microsc.opic desaiption of the mechanism for steady state detonation, thus providing guidance for perfurmance tailoring
of explosives.
Dr. Anthony E. Finnerty, Dr. Kevin L
McNesby, Dr. Robert G, Daniel, Dr.
Andrzej W Miziolek, Dr. Valeri 1.
Babushok, Dr. Wing'ISang, and Dr. Robert
E Huie comprise a team .ofscientists from
the Army Research Laboratory and the
Department of C.ommerce's National
Institute of Standards and Technology.
This team will be recognized for its significant accomplishments in halon replace-

ment research and for their work on lowtemperature water-based agents, the
development of state"Of-the-art chemical
sensor technology for detection of toxic
combustion byproduetS, uncovering the
fundamental mechanisms of flame suppression, and for determining the environmental fate and effects of halon substitutes.
Hung Nguyen, Joseph Penn, and Teresa
Kipp will be cited for contributions in
advancing state"Of-the-art technology in
high-resolution thermal and visible computer scene simulation. Their R&D efforts
with the CREATION model will have significant impact on the systetnatic development, testing, and evaluation of automatic
target recognition algorithms that have a
vital role in maintaining Force XXI battlefield infunnation dominance.
Dr. Thomas B. Bahder will receive the
award for his research in analyzing global
positioning system (GPS) timing data and
identifying systematic errors. Bahder was
instrumental in finding modifications in
the "Q-vaIues" used in the Kalman filter at
the GPS Master Control Station. Initial
measurements based on the improved "Qvalues" resulted in a 2S percent improvement to the GPS ephemeris and a 15 percent reduction in GPS range error.
Dr. Michael WTaback and Dr. Paul Shen
will be recognized fur the development of
a high-<:ontraSt, terabertz bandwidth alloptical modulator based on virtual adton effects in an anisotropically strained
multiple quantum well. The modulation
is characterized by a full width at half maximum of 100 femtoseconds and a contrast
ratio .of 2(}.to·l. These properties may be
employed in the optical encoding ofinformation at terabit rales for secure communications, as well as in efficient optical
logic gates, moduialOrs, and saturable
absorbers for optical computing, sub-millimeter wave generation, and signal processing applications.

u.s. Army Annamem Research,
Devewpmem a1rd Engineering
Cenrer
Dr. Ernest L Baker and Tan ~ong were
chosen fut the award fur their work in the
advancement of demolition technology.
They developed target interaction model·
ing for anti-concrete warheads and experimentally verified the most accurate warhead concrete attack simulation capability
known to date. This extraordinary contribution to demolition technology now
allows the development of a family of
improved performance anti-concrete warheads producing controlled target
responses.
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u.s. Army Aviation Research,
Development and Engineering

Ranging technology to provide U.S. furces
th.e first biological standoff detection capability. Easily installed 00£0 a UH-60
Blackhawk helicopter, the LRBSDS can
detect and track aerosol clouds that are
suspected of containing biological agents
up to 30 kilometers away. This early
detection allows Anny commanders to
warn personnel to take appropriate protective measures before they are exposed.
Dr. 1U-chen Cheng is receiving the award
fur exceptional scientific achievement in
developing enzyme systems fo.r the decon·
tamination of nerve agents, and for using
molecular biological techniques to provide the materials necessary fur the decontamination of the chemical agents.

Center
Dr. Mark B. Tisc:bler,Jay lV. Fletc:ber, and
Mohammadreza H. Mansur will be recognized for their outstanding work on the
prediction of rotorcraft 1light mechanics
off-axis coupling. They developed and
implemented a 3-pronged approach to
solving the coupling problem by employing the complementary fearures of analysis, experiment, and simulation. The
experimental databases they developed
are being used by other U.S. and international researchers to validate theoretical
model improvements to flight mechanics
simulations. In addition, the empirical
correction technique they deveLoped has
been used by industry engineers on several current development projects to
improve off·axis response prediction in
flight control design and analysis studies.
Dr. Francis X Caradonna will be honored fur his outstanding work on
"Integrated Test and Computation
Methods for the Development. of
Advanced Helicopter Rotors." Caradonna
has pioneered computational methods
that have solved long-standing, highspeed, free-wake and rotor/wake interaction flows. He also devised and executed
the necessary rotor experiments for validating these computations. Caradonna
then applied these methods to demonstrate the ability to design greatly
improved rotors. His work establishes a
strong scientific and engineering basis for
future development of improved military
and civilian rotorcraft.

Center
Dr. Mark]. Bloemer is recognized for
developing a compact optical time delay
unit that slows down the propagation
speed of an optical pulse by factors of
up to 330. The oUd state device provides broadband, jitter-free delays for
phased array radars and ultra-wideband
communications.
Susan L Dunbar and Dr. \Vayne L
McCowan will be dted fur successful
development and flight t.esting of an
autono.mous guidance package fur the
Advanced Precision Airborne Delivery
System. The success of this program is a
major milestone in development of a
capability for the U.S. Army to precisely
dispense munitions and sensors or deliver
suppUes in support of early entry forces.

u.s. Army CommunkattonsElectronics Commond Research,
Development tmd Engineering

u.s. Anny Natkk Research,
Development and Engineering
Center

Center
Theodore J DzIk is receiving the award
fur exceptional technical knowledge,
management, and leadership in the
design and development of a suite ofcommunications protocols critical for horizontal interoperability, seamless Internet communications, and increased mobility on
the battlefield. Dzik's achievements have
been implemented by Army, Navy, and
Marine Corps project managers.

u.s. Army Edgewood Research,
Developmetlt and Engineering
Center

Broce W.Jezek and v. James Canna/tato
will be recognized fur the planning and
execution of developmental efforts to
field the XM94 Long Range Biological
Standoff Detection System (LRBSDS).
The LRBSDS uses IJght Detection and
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u.s. Army Missile Research,
Development and Engineering

Dr. Phfllip W Gibson will be recognized

for significant advancements in underStanding the transfer of heat and moisture
through soldiers' clothing. The coupled
thermal physiology model developed by
Gibson is also being used by W. L. Gore &
Associates (makers of Gore-Tex) in a development program aimed at produdng
more comfortable medical textiles and
gloves. For the first time, the tran ient
interactions between the human thennal
control system and the behavior of military clothing systems can be accurately
simulated using the sophisticated analytical tools Gihson developed.
Dr. Lynne A Samuelson will get the
award for two major breakthroughs in the
development of new blosensors and
novel conducting polymers for soldier
protection. Results of this research are
being patented. It is anticipated that fur-

ther development of these new technologies will feed into numerous applications ~
including chemical and biological protection, lightweight rechargeable storage batteries, energy dissipaters, stealth coatings,
corrosion protection and, ultimately, ,
"wear-able" computers that are directly
integrated into the fabric of the soldier's
'
uniform.

u.s. Army Tank-Automotive
Research, Development and
Engineering Center

_

Dr. Robert .Ki:lrlsi!l~ and David Gorsich
will receive the award fur integrating new
mathematical frameworks into the Army' ,

human visual system models and other
models that predict automatic target
recognition perfurmance against various
countermeasures. Their research incorporated the new theories of multiresolution analys.is and wavelet theory into •
acoustic, t1Jermal and visual Signature
analysis.

u.s. Anny '&Sl and Evaluation
Commaltd
CW4 John W. Annbrust, Chief Army
Experimental fut Pilot for the Comanche <
helicopter, will be recognized for outstanding contributions to Comanche's
developmental llight test program.
Armbrust has served as a member ofa govemment-<:ontraetor flight test team and-has been directly responsible for improvements in the helicopter's flight symbology,
flight controls, and cockpit design. His
efforts will lead to a safer and more capa- -4
ble helicopter for the Army.

DANIEL C OlMOEN is employed
at the u.s. Army Topographic En- ~
gineering Center and is cun-ently
on a developmental assignment in
the Office of the Assistant Secretary l
of the Army (RDA). He bold BS
and M.s. degrees in civil and environmental engineering from the •
University ofWisconsin-Madison.

.
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Introduction
The Anuy is fitcing many challenges now
I and in the foreseeable future. One of
~ these challenges involves power generation and management. As the Army moves
t'; toward a digitized battlefield, the n~ed for
portable (battery) power IS mcreasmg sIgnificantly because more of the soldier's
~ tasks are done electronically. 10 FY97, the
Army spent $66 million on batteries, which
included the cost to power communications-eJ.ectronics equipment (radios, night
, vision devices, etc.), vehicles, and aviation
and missile systems. The Army currently
uses more than 1,500 different battery
i> types to power its electronic devices, and
battery usage is projected to grow at least
10 to 15 percent in FY98 and each year
thereafter.
~
Concerned about increasing power
demands and battery support costs, GEN
Dennis 1- Reimer, Chief of Staff of the
~ Army (CSA), issued two directives: reduce
the Army's battery costs 50 percent by
• FY03 and, wherever possible, use
rechargeable batteries for all Army train.. ing. 10 response, GEN Johnnie E. Wl1soo,
Commander,
U.S. Anuy Materiel
Command (AMC), initiated and chairs
Power Sources Summit meetings.
.-Representatlves from major Army commands/agendes and field units attend
i" these meetings. The primary goals are to
review; coordinate and prioritize the
Army's power sources efforts.
"'" The Army Communications-Electronics
Command (CECOM), seeking to further
improve on and focus the Army's efforts,
established the Power Sources Center of
Excellence (PSCOE). As part of the
PSCOE, a senior Advisory Coundl (SAg
was also established. The SAC member~ ship includes AMC, the Army Training and
Doctrine Command (TRADOC), Forces
, Command (FORSCOM), Army Research
Laboratory (ARL), Army Research Office
CARO) , Army Tank-automotive and
Armaments Command (fACOM), and the
Soldier Systems Command (SSCOM).
.... The PSCOE accepted the CSA' challenge
to reduce Army battery costs and field
,.." improved rechargeable batteries. A number of efforts were already ongOing to
reduce battery consumption and support
costs such as fielding improved recharge"' able batteries, establishing a Department
of the Army policy for Army-wide use of
rechargeable batteries, and development
.. of a battery tandardization policy.
Development efforts were initiated to
improve performance, reduce "''eight, and
lower the overall cost of batteries, and to

REDUCING
THE ARMY'S
BATTERY
USAGE
AND
COSTS
By Fee Chan Leung and
Richard Rizzo
explore alternative power sources and
innovative low-power electronics.

Military Battery Requirements
Batteries used by the military must operate under more extreme conditions than
their commercial counterparts. In the
dviIian commercial community; portable
devices such as cell pbones and pagers are
used where digital relays and phone lines
are abundant and rarely operate at temperatures lower than 0 C or higher than
50 C. These devices do not necessarily
need to tranSmit long distances and are
capable of using a variety of small, lowcost, low-power batteries. Commercial
devices (and their batteries) become obsolete and are replaced every 3 to 5 years,
and each nexr-generation device uses a
"dilferent" battery. The consumer's battery can be replaced at a nearby store or
simply recharged because AC or DC
power is always available.
Unlike the dvilian community; there are
minimal resources on the battlefield to
relay voice, data and image transmissions
between users. Many portable handheld
devices must be able to tranSmit or relay
information to distances of 1 to 3 miles em

both urban and heavy foliage environments). Military batteries have a minimum
power density of 25 watts per pound to
meet this capability; where the commercial
battery typically has a power density of 5 to
10 watts per pound. 1fpical military users
must be able to operate their equipment in
temperature conditions as low as -40 C and
as high as 60 C and survive warehouse storage conditions where temperatures cycle
between -65 C and 60 C. lightweight compact batteries capable of high energy and
power at extreme military temperatures are
critical to modem military furces that rely
on electronics to "outshoot, outmove and
outcommunicate" their opponents.
To satisfy these demanding requirements, the military must use lithiumbased, non-rechargeable batteries .for its
portable power needs. Lithium systems
are used because lithium is a low<ost
metal that is lightweight and highly reactive. When this metal is used with other
cathode materials, it will produce a battery
system that can provide high energy and
power per unit weight, operate in
extreme hot and cold temperatures, and
withstand exrreme field storage conditiOrIS. The principal military lithium bat-

~
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Where do we get the power we need?

tery system is based on a lithium sulfur
dioxide (liSO:z) chemistry. liS02 batteries
have an energy density of 80 watt-hours
per pound and a power density of 25
watts per pound. In addition, the lithium
battery operates at temperatures as low as
-40 C and as high as 60 C, and has a storage life of 5 years or more. liS02 battery
technology has very limited appeal except
lOr special industrial and military applications. These batteries are not routinely
available in the civilian marketplace, and
must be procured specifically for military
requirements stockpiled and shipped to
users overseas.

Key Initiatives Overview
The following is an overview of some
key initiatives aimed at reducing the

Army's battery consumption and support
costs.
State<J/-Charge Meter. Because US02
batteries have a flat voltage profile during
use, the user cannot detennine how
much energy remains in a partially used
battery by simple voltage measurements.
Surveys of disposed batteries conducted
in the late 1980s revealed that more than
40 percent of the lithium batteries at disposal sites had at least 70 percent energy
still remaining. In response, CECOM
fielded the State-of-Charge (SOC) Meter
in 1990 to minimize premature disposal
of these batteries. The SOC Meter allows
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the user to determine the remauung
energy content of US0 2 batteries. This
allows the user to more accurately decide
whether to reuse the battery in training or
dispose of it. By maximizing the useful
life of the battery, replacement and support costs are reduced substantially.
Improved Rechargeable Batteries/
Rapid Chargers. CECOM is currently
fielding an improved generation of
rechargeable batteries to replace the previously fielded lead add and nickel cadmium rechargeable batteries. These new
rechargeable batteries have the potential
to reduce the Army's battery costs by 50
percent or more. Since October 1996,
the Army has been fielding nickel metal
hydride (BB-390111 and BB·388!U) and
lithium cobalt dioxide (BB-2847!U)
rechargeable batteries. The new nickel
metal hydrides possess twice the energy
and last twice as long as the older nickel
cadmium (BB-5901U and BB-588!U) batteries. The new rechargeable batteries
have SOC indicators as a standard feature.
These indicators will allow the user to
check the batteries to see how much
energy still remains and determine if they
require charging prior to use.
In the past, the short operating times
provided by rechargeable batteries (e.g., 6
hours in an ANIPRC-119 SINCGARS
Radio) made their use less practical in military applications. Operational tests of the

I

new batteries conducted by CECOM and
field users showed that the new batteries
last significantly longer (e.g., 17 hours in
an ANjPRC-119) and have little logistical.
impact within the units that conducted
the tests. Operating times will vary in
other devices depending on mission profile.
CECOM is also fielding a new PP-8444
NU smart charger, which can recharge
most batteries in 2 hours. The new rapid
charger is designed to charge nickel cadmium, nickel metal hydride and lithiumion batteries. This charger is an improvement over the older PP-72861U charger,
which takes 10 to 12 hours to recharge
batteries. Currently; the new charger is
being enhanced to provide IOrward-area '
charge-on-the-move in a rugged design
mounted on vehicles.
Rechargeable Battery Implementation
Policy. On Aug. 29, 1997, LTG John G...
Coburn, the Army Deputy Chief of Staff
for Logistics, signed a policy statement
requiring the use of rechargeable batteries in lieu of nonrechargeable batteries
for all Army training.
The policy
becomes fully effective on Oct. 1, 1998.
It covers use of rechargeable batteries 4
such as the BB-390NU, BB-388111, BB516 NU, 8B-503 NU and the BB-28471U.
For further information and guidanceon
this policy; contact Rafa.el Casanova,
AMC Battery Management Office,
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(732) 532-8941, DSN 992-8941, ore-mail:
casanova@doim6.monmouth.anny.mil.

Stare-oj-Charge Indicator: Using the
lessons learned from the SOC Meter initiative, new lithium batteries being fielded
in the current multiyear battery procurement have a built-in SOC indicator. These
new lithium batteries have an integrated
circuit chip that monitors the amounts of
energy being drawn out of the battery.
The battery displays the infonnation to
the user as a range: 70 to 100 percent; 40
to 70 percent; 10 to 40 percent; 10 percent or less energy remaining. This feature permits the soldier to determine the
energy remaining in the battery and thus
maximize the use of all the energy prior to
" its disposal.

Alternative Technologies
As the use of rechargeable batteries
increases, the demand for LiS02 primary
batteries will decline sharply, thus
impacting production base and costs.
Currently, the United States barely suppons three LiS0 2 manufacturers.
CECOM's research and development
efforts are aimed at getting the military to
transition from reliance on military-specific battery technologies to lower cost,
dual-use alternative commercial technologies. Some of these alternative technologies are presented in the following
paragraphs.
Lithium Manganese Dioxide Pouch
Cells. CECOM is developing design concepts that package lithium systems using
solid cathodes (such as manganese dioxide) into polymer·lined foil pouches as
cell containers in lieu of traditional stainless steel cans. This design concept
offers economic and strategic advantages
for the military. Commercial lithium
manganese dioxide batteries generally
use AA or smaller size cells as memory
batteries for computers, and flat coin
.. cells for watches, calculators and consumer electronics. The military needs
the large high-power cells (C size or larger). The larger cells are more costly
because of their size and the lack of commecdal demand, and because federal
regulations do not pennit the transporta.. tion oflithium cells larger thanAA size on
commercial passenger aircraft. This
dichotomy of cell sizes forces industry to
set up two separate production fucilities,
one for the commercial consumer and
another for the military
With the future demand for primary
~
military batteries continuing its downward trend, vendors will be heSitant to
invest in production lines for military
cells. Pouch ceUs offer the military the
potential to maintain the production
base that can be sustained by a commer-
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cia! market. The pouch cell design will
afford the manufueturer the abiliry to set
up one production line that can cut both
small lithium pouch cells for consumer
batteries and the large military lithium
pouch cells. Prototype pouch cells can
provide 50 percent more energy per unit
of weight when compared to current
Army LiS02 batteries. Successful demonstration of these prototype batteries in
the Land WamorlForce XXI Land Warrior
Programs will serve as the basis for inserting pouch cell technology into future
Army systems.
Rechargeable Lithium Polymer Cells.
CECOM is currently working with industry to develop lower cost rechargeable
lithium batteries by examining lithium
systems that use cheaper materials such
as manganese oxide in lieu of cobalt
oxides. The lower cost of manganese
dioxide and the ability of the material to
be packaged in thin foil packets in lieu of
the traditional stainless steel can cell has
opened new avenues of approach for
design and manufucturing.
Prototype pouch cells have demonstrated a 50 percent energy density increase
over the current cylindrical cell rechargeable lithium systems. The longer operating times provided by th.ese advanced
batteries may allow the use of rechargeable batteries for military use. This capability may improve the lethality of future
combat forces. Successful demonstration of this technology in the Land
WarriorlForce XXI Land Warrior Programs will serve as a technical basis for
future rechargeable battery applications.
Power Management and Low-Power
Electronics. CECOM recognizes that
advances in portable power technologies
alone will not produce lightweight and
compact electronic devices. The need
for equipment developers to consider
device power consumption as a critical
variable in design aI)d its impact on battery logistics and costs is paramount.
Commercial industry has demonstrated
that the technology is available to drastically reduce power usage of consumer
appliances, and the key to this success
was recognizing power management as a
critical issue in the design effon.
Currently; CECOM is assessing future
low-power electronics, smarter integrated circuit designs, and energy-efficient
chips that can reduce power usage by 80
percent or more in future circuits. Many
of these technologies and designs are
being developed by academic institutions and private companies funded by
the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency. CECOM will transition these
new technologies from the bench to
advanced field demonstrations and ulti-

mately into future Army electronic
devices.

Conclusion
The Army has initiated aggressive efforts
to improve power sources technology and
reduce battery usage and support costs.
To reduce battery-type proliferation and
the associated costs, the Army Acquisition
Executive signed a policy memorandum
on Oct. 17, 1996, entitled Power Sources
Management. This policy requires the use
of Army standard batteries, employment
of power management techniques, and
the coordination of all battery requirements with the PSCOE. This policy
applies to all new and ongoing programs,
including product improvement programs and technical insertion efforts. In
concert with this policy; the PSCOE has
developed a Power Sources Statement of
Work (pSSOW) for use in all contracting
efforts. The PSSOW contains guidance on
battery selection, a list of approved batteries for use by the Army; and power management requirements.
If you have any questions on the information presented in th.is article or on
other power-related efforts, contact
Thomas Nycz, Chief of the AMC Battery
Management Office, at (732) 532-8984,
DSN 992-8984, or e-rnall: nycz@dolm6.
monmouth.army.mil. Questions pertaining to technical issues can be directed to
Dr. Robert P. Hamlen at the CECOM
Research, Development and Engineering
Center at (732) 427-2084, DSN 987-2084,
or email: hamlen@doim6.monmouth.
anny.mil

FEE CHAN LEUNG is a battery
application engineer with the
CECOM RDE Center; Advanced
Systems Directorate, Fort Monmouth,
N]. He has a B.s. degree in chemical
engineertngfrom Rutgers University.
RICHARD RIZZO is employed in the
AMC Battery Management Office.
He has a B.S.E.E. degree from
Norwich University and an MS.E.E
degree from Fairleigh Dickinson
University.
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systems development and acquisition ~
during the Reagan administration
caused the Army to re-evaluate the education, training, and career development ~"
of officers in the 6T Program. What
resulted in the mid-1980s was the establishment of tile Materiel Acquisition'
Management (MAM) Program and some
needed changes to the education and •
training criteria for acquisition officers.

ARMY
ACQUISITION
CORPS
OFFICER
MANAGEMENT XXI

And TheAAC

By COL Ronald C. Flom

Author's Note: Unless otherwise designated, use of the term PM
in the following article is inclusive ofprogram manager, project
manager, and product manager.

Introduction
The Army Acquisition Corps (AAC)
was formally established more than 8
years ago. Since that time, the Army
and its officer corps have been impacted by some major events and changes
that have also affected the AAC itself:
Desert Shield/Desert Storm, military
downsizing, large decreases in
Defense spending, downsizing of the
MC, creation of a new Officer
Evaluation Report and, more, recently,
development of the Officer Personnel
Management System (OPMS) XXI,
During this transitional period, the
Army has learned a lot about how to
manage and professionally develop MC
officers. In retrospect, some things
were done right and, frankly, some
things could have been done better.
What follows describes the officer
management system currently in place
for AAC officers and how the Army and
the Director, Acquisition Career
Management have poised the AAC for
the 21st century.

Under OPMS n, the Army had three
functional areas (FAs) related to systems
acquisition and procurement: FASI
(Research, Development and Acquisition); FAS3 (Systems Automation); and
FA97 (Contracting and Industrial
Management), Prior to and during the
early 1980s, the Army had a somewhat
informal system of developing acquisition officers called the Project
Management Development Program. It
was commonly known as the "6T"
Program because of the special skill
identifier that officers in the program
received.
The rapid increase in major weapon
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Some well-publicized acquisition
"nightmares" during the Reagan
buildup and the findings and recommendations of the Packard Commission
starred a chain of events that resulted in
Congress
passing
the
Defense
Acquisition Workforce Improvement
Act (DAWlA), codified in Title X of the
United States Code. The purpose of
DAWIA was to establish uniform policies and procedures throughout the
Department of Defense (DOD) to effectively manage officers and civilians in
DOD acquisition positions. Those policies and procedures governing accession, education, training, and career
development were designed to "professionalize" the Acquisition Workforce.
The establishment of the officer component of the MC was weU under way
In early 1990, about 2,500 of the 6,000
officers in FAs 51, 53 and 97 were
accessed into the Me. Most of FA97
was initially excluded from the AAC
because contracting conunands were
outside the AAe; this situation was corrected in 1991.
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Background
Army officers have been heavily
engaged in the development and acquisition of weapons, goods, and services
for our Armed Forces since the very
beginning of our nation. More recently, increasing costs of major weapon
systems and ballooning federal budget
defidrs have caused the Army to evaluate not only how it develops and
acquires major weapon systems, but
how it acquires and develops the officers who perform these functions.
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Downsizing
Although the downsizing of the Army
that occurred during the early 1990s
was larger than initially antidpated, the
number ofMC officers remained stable
at about 2,500. Realizing that the MC
was larger than the downsized Army
could support, a dedsion was made in
early 1994 to reduce annual accessions
of captains into the MC from 194 to
154. Based on the model used to size
the MC, accession of 154 officers in
their 7th year produces a steady state
total of 215 colonels and an MC of
approximately 2,000 officers, as shown
in Figure 1.
The decision to reduce only accessions left the MC with more colonels
lieutenant colonels, and majors thar:
were supported by requirements.
Since the promotion system is based on
requirements, the days of above average promotion rates for MC officers
were about to come to an abrupt halt.
With this in mind, the Army Chief of
< Staff approved a plan on Aug. 30, 1996,
to down ize the Me. To execute the
plan,
the
Military
Acquisition
Management Branch (MAMB) at the
~ U.S. Total Army Personnel Command
(pERSCOM) had to identify 186 lieutenant colonels and majors to terum to
their basic branch or otherwise leave
the MC. The goal was to reduce the
size of the MC through voluntary
means (voluntary transfers back to
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the central selection system for project/product managers and acquisition
commanders (ACs) will be retained.

basic brancll, retirements, separations,
etc.) if possible. About 60 percent of
the requirement was met through volunteers. However cwo transfer boards
were reqUired to reduce the MC to the
right size and position it to level out at
2,000 officers by the year 2000.

OPMS XXI Impact On The
AAC
The drawd.own of the Army officer
corps, changes in Army structure, and
other factors caused the Army to reengineer officer personnel management.
OPMS XX] structures the officer corps
into four career fields. The MC is in
the Operational Support Career Field.
OPMS XXI i now being implemented
t1lroughout the Army.
One change OPMS XX] creates is the
career field designation process. The
MC will continue to access officers in
their 7th year of service. When selected
for promotion to major, MC officers
will be designated into the Operational
Support Career Field.
Another key provision of OPMS XX] is
requirements·based promotions by
career field. Since the MC will retain its
requirements-based promotion system,
there should be no Significant mange to
MC promotion opportunities.
Under OPMS XXI, all centrally selected commands will be filled by officers
from the Operations Career Field. This
also will not impact the MC because

The remainder of this article focuses
on acquisition officer leader development. Leader development is an iterative process that changes over time.
The current process "grows" future
senior acquisition leaders to fill critical
acquisition positions.
The Leader
Development Model was jointly developed by the Acquisition Career
Management Office and MAMB. It can
be viewed on the MC home page at
http://www.dacm.sarda.anny.mil.
Acquisition officer certification is an
important topic when acquisition
leader development is d.iscussed.
Because of the complexity of certification requirements across the spectrum
of civilian and military acquisition
career fields, certification is not discussed in detail in this article.

Accession
Captains are accessed into the MC
during their 7th year of service. An MC
Accession Board met in March of this
year and accessed Year Group (YG) 91.
Officers are accessed from all branches
in the Army Competitive Category
(combat arms, combat support, and
combat service support). Each hranch
provides a fair share from a particular
YG. Currently, 154 officers are accessed
into the MC from each YG. Captains
accessed during weir 7th year are generally available for reassignment to
their first acquisition job or training
during their 8th year.

Education/fraining
One of the first things evaluated on
newly accessed officers is education.
Officers who already have an acquisition-related advanced degree can be
sent to the Materiel Acquisition
Management Course or Systems
Automation Course, or receive other
training and then proceed to their first
acquisition assignment.
Officers who do not have an acquisition-related advanced degree generally
follow we same path, but are also considered for fully funded advanced civil
schooling (ACS) , or other degree produdog programs. Fully funded ACS
quotas are currently limited to 65 annu-
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LTC Promotion Results
ally. These MC advanced degree programs are currently 12 to 18 months in
length.
Another opportunity for MC officers
is Training With Industry (TWI).
Currently, 10 officers are sent annually
to TWI with Defense contractors who
build major systems or provide services
to the Army.
Throughout their acquisition career,
officers will also be afforded the opportunity to attend training required for
the three levels of DAWIA certification.
As a senior major or lieutenant colonel
most MC officers will be scheduled t~
attend the Advanced Program Manager's Course (APMC) at the Defense
Systems Management College. One of
the prerequisites for APMC attendance
is completion of the Command and
Staff College (CSC).
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Promotion To Major
Officers are promoted to major based
on what they have accomplished in
their basic branch, not generally what
they have done in the AAC, because
most captains in the zone of consideration are still in their first acquisition
assignment. Therefore, what gets an
officer promoted in the MC is no different from what gets an officer promoted elsewhere in the Army-a strong
file with successful company command.
Selection rates of MC officers to major
have been above the Army average each
year except FY96, as shown in Figure 2.
Once selected for major, acquisition
officers compete for selection to CSC.
Acquisition officers will be selected for
resident esc at the same rate as the rest
of the Army, currently 50 percent of a
year group. Each officer receives four
considerations for CSC. The greatest
opportunity for selection is during the
first two evaluations. Officers nor
selecred for resident CSC after the second look should enroll in the non-resident course to complete CSC and be
awarded Military Education Level 4
prior to consideration for lieutenant
colonel. A major who does not complete CSC will not be promoted.

<Branch Qualification' As A
Major
There is no magic formula for an officer to become branch qualified in the
AAC as a major because, by definition,
all Military Acquisition Position List
(MAPL) jobs are "branch quahfying."
We have learned through experience
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that officers who are most competitive
for product manager or acquisition
command have served in a variety of
jobs as a major. For example, an FA51
officer should serve in a PM office but
should also do other things such as
combat development with the U.S.
Army 'training and Doctrine Command,
or resting with the U.S. Army
Operational Test and Evaluation
Command or tbe U.S. Army Test and
Evaluation Command to broaden his or
her experience. Sirnllar broad-based
experience is necessary for FA53 or
PA97 officers.
Assignment officers in MAMB know
what jobs make an individual competitive for PM or AC assignments. The size
and composition of the MAPL changes
from year to year. Those changes
directly affect the Career Development
Model and the path for a successful
career. Career managers at PERSCOM
are very knowledgeable about those
changes. Rely on their expertise when
plotting the path to career goals.

Promotion To Lieutenant
Colonel
Majors with continuing high levels of
performance and strong overall files
will be selected for promotion to lieutenant coloneL Officers must bave
completed CSC (either resident or non·
resident) if they hope to be competitive
for lieutenant colonel. Selection rates
to lieutenant colonel for AAC officers
have been above the Army average each

year except FY96, as shown in Figure 3.

Lieutenant Colonel Product
Manager Or Acquisition
Conunander
Officers with overall strong performance trends and broad-based experience will be competitive for selection to
product manager/acquisition commander as a lieutenant colonel. Being
equivalent to banalion command for
AAC officers, selection as a PM/AC is a
strong indicator that an officer has the
potential to be one of the future AAC
senior leaders. For at least the past few
years, overall selection opportunity for
AAC officers to PM/AC has been competitive with or slightly higher than battalion command selection for the rest
of the Army.
If an officer is selected as a PM or AC
MAMB will slate that officer to th~
appropriate product manager or AC
position based on acquisition experience, technical qualifications and, in
some cases, basic branch affiliation.
Unlike 2-year battabon command
tours, centrally selected PM and AC
tours generally last 3 years because they
are also acquisition-critical positions.
Officers who are high alternates on
the PM/AC list are likely to be activated
for PM or AC once the senior service
college (SSC) list is released a few
months later because of tour curtailments of serving product managers and
ACs.
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cers fell well below the Army average in
FY96, but recovered much lost ground
in FY97, as shown in Figure 4. The MC
appears to be positioned to return to
above Army average selection rates to
colonel this year.

Senior Service College
Successful product managers and ACs
compete for 30 MC seats in the SSC
each year. Because of the 3-year tour
length for PM/AC, about one-half of the
MC officers selected for SSC each year
are reassigned from PM/AC tours at less
than 3 years. If selected, an officer
should plan to attend the next academic year. Because the seats are reserved
for the MC, every officer who does not
attend (for whatever reason) costs the
~ MC a seat. For example, there are 23
MC students in current SSC classes of
the 30 originally selected.
Acquisition officers attend the Army
War College, the Industrial College of
the Armed Forces (leAF), or the
Acquisition SSC Fellowship at the
, University of Texas (UT). The MC
receives eight seats for leAF and three
for the SSC Fellowship at UT each year.
Because of the requirements of the
Goldwater-Nichols Act, MC officers
a.ttending leAF should expect to go to a
joint assignment after graduation.
Officers who are already joint specialty
officers cannot attend leAF.

Colonel Project
Manager/Acquisition
Command
Because of the large number of
colonel-level project manager and AC
positions, MC officers promoted to
colonel have a better than 50-50 chance
of being selected for project manager
or Ae. Being equivalent to brigade
command for MC officers, PM/AC
selection indicates that an officer is now
a bonafide senior leader in the
Acquisition Corps. For at least the last
few years, overall selection opportunity
for MC officers to PM/AC is much higher than brigade command selection
opportunity for the rest of the Army.
As is the case with lieutenar.t colonel
slating, MAMB will slate colonels to the
appropriate project manager or AC
position based on acquisition experience, technical qualifications and, in
some cases, basic branch affiliation.
Colonel-level PM/AC tours are also 3
years and, for some project managers, 4
years in length.

Promotion To Colonel
Lieutenant colonels who have been
successful product managers or ACs
and have completed SSC (resident or
non-resident) should be competitive
for promotion to coloneL However,
with an Army average selection rate for
colonel of about 40 percent, some officers who completed successful PM/AC
tours will not be promoted to colonel.
Selection rates to colonel for MC offi-

For colonels who are successful, there
is life after being a project manager or
Ae. A very small number (three to five
per year) will be selected for brigadier
general. AU former PMs/ACs can expect
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Conclusion
The actions that have occurred during
the a-year life of the MC have created a
flexible corps of acquisition professionals who are prepared for the next century. Some future initiatives to keep the
MC current are as follows:
• A single functional area to provide
greater flexibility in developing and
asSigning MC officers;
• Increased emphasis on digitization
and modeling and simulation to provide a strong force multiplier for the
Army After Next; and
• Additional opportunities for acquiSition officers to maintain their roots
with the operational force and their
basic branches to enhance MC officer
awareness of the reason we are all here.
The leadership of the MC and MAMB
have worked bard to build a highly
effective Me. The results of those
efforts are seen in selection board rates.
ContinUing competitive promotion and
school selections, and a high percentage of first-time selections for PM/AC
assignments demonstrate that we are
doing a good job in acquisition leader
development.

Life After PM/AC

COL Promotion Results
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go to those jobs that require the
most experienced, technically qualified,
and highly competitive MC colonels.
to
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OUTSTANDING
ACHIEVEMENTS
IN
MATERIEL
ACQUISITION
Dr. James Edgar and
Elizabeth Ratliff
Introduction
Secretary of the Army Awards for
Outstanding Achievement in Materiel
Acquisition for F't96 were presented in
February to four tean1S and two individuals.
Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar, Acting Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Research,
Development and Acquisition (ASARDA)
made the presentations during ceremonies
at Fort Monmouth, N.J, and Natick, MA.
Authorized by the Secretary of the Army
in AR 672-20, the awards are given annually for outstanding individual or team
contributions to the timely, efficient, and
economical acquisition of quality supplies
and services. Specifically, the awards recognize high-level achievements in project,
materiel, and special management activities; procurement and production efforts;
and management of research and development projects. The award consists of a

(Left to right)
Jimmy Hodges
and Robert G.
Bernazzani, two
of three members
of the Mounted
Water Ration
Heater IPT;
Dr. Kenneth J.
Oscar, Acting
ASA(RDA); and
BG Robert L.
Floyd If,
Commander, U.S.
Army Soldier
Systems
Command.
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The silver medal/ion presented to recipients of
the Army Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Materiel Acquisition.

silver medallion, lapel pin. and a citation
certificate, DA Fon:n 7129 (Secretary of the
Army Award for Outstanding Achievement
in Materiel Acquisition) signed by the
Secretary of the Army

Historic Background
Considered the most prestigiOLlS acqui ition award in the Anny, the Materiel
Acquisition Award was established in the
early 1970s and is the Army's counterpart
to DOD's David Packard Award. The
Materiel Acquisition Award honors Henry
Knox, a native Bostonian and one of the
beroes of the American Revolution. Knox
joined a local military company at age 18
and was present at the Boston Mas acre.
He joined the Boston Grenadier Corps in
1772 and offered his services to General
Washington in 1775. CornmJssioned a
colonel in the Continental Regiment of

Anillery, he led the expedition to transfer
captured British guns from Fort
Ticonderoga to Boston in 1776. Knox
also led th Delaware River crossing and
participated in the Battle of Trenton in
1776 and was promoted to brigadier general and Chief of Artillery of the
Continental Army in December 1776. In
addition, he participated in the battles of
Princeton, Brandywine, and Germantownin 1777 and Monmouth in 1778. Knox
placed the American artillery at the
Yorktown siege in 1781.
Knox served under the Confederation as
Secretary at war from March 8, 1785, to
Sept. 11, 1789. Under the Constitution of
the Umted States, Knox served as the first
Secretary ofWar from Sept. 12, 1789, until
Dec. 31, 1794. At that time, the position
of the Secretary of war was similar to the
current Secretary of Defense position
because there was no separate Navy
Department. Knox organized the war
Department, which consisted of himself
and one clerk.. He also prepared a plan
for a national militia, advocated and
presided over initial moves to establish a
regular navy, and initiated the establishment of a chain of coastal fortifications.
In 1776, Knox called for the founding of
a capital laboratory for the manufacture ~
and storage of arms and ammunition.
With Washington's endorsement, the
Continental Congres approved the recommendation and the first of dle new
ordnance depots was established at
Carlisle. PA. This reflects the traditional
role of the Secretary of the Army in supervising procurement and acquisition that
was
initially established by the
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Continental Congress. Under President
Washington and Secretary Knox, the arsenal system, which is the foundation fur the
Army's acquisition system, began with the
manufucture and stockpiling of weapons.
It is most appropriate that the Army's pre• mier acquisition award is named for
Henry Knox.

Award Eligibility
All direct-hire Army civilian and active
duty personnel are eligible for consideration for the Materiel Acquisition Award. A
maximum of 10 awards (to individuals
and teams) may be presented annually. To
be eligible fur the award, individuals or
teams must have been assigned fur duty in
a taff or operating function in support of
the materiel acquisition process fur at
least 1 year prior to the expiration of the
period of service to be recognized, and
make a significant contribution to inlProVing the materiel acquisition process.
Four criteria are considered in evaluating materiel acquisition achievements: the
complexity of the problem involved and
• rhe degree of initiative and originality displayed in solving it; rhe relative significance of the accomplishment in light of
the overall activity mission; the possibility
of direct application or adoption of the
contribution by other activities; and the
improvement in program management.

FY96 Team Recipients
The four team awards fur FY96 were preented to a team from the Soldier Systems
Command (SSCOM), Natick. MA, and
three tearns from the CommunicationsElectronics Command (CECOM) at Fort

Monmouth, N]. The composLOon and
accomplishments of the e tearns are
described belOw.
The Mounted water Ration Heater
(MWRH) Integrated Product Team (WI)
from the SCOM was recognized fur its
exceptional accol1'\plishments in plan·
ning, leading, and executing acquisition
and fielding of the MWRH. The team's
dedication to inlproving th quaHty of Me
for the individual soldier and its cornmitmem to the success of this program resulted in type classification of the MWRH in
only 9 months, fuUowing approval and
funding of the project. By advocating the
principles of acquisition reform, the team
provided an exceUent product at a cost
savings to the government of more than
$2.2 million. Members of the MWRH IPT
are jinlmy Hodges, Office of the PMSoldier, SSCOM, Fort Belvoir, VA; Robert
G. Bemazzanj, Sustainability Directorate,
ariel< Research, Development and
Engineering (ROE) Center, SSCOM,
Natick, MA; and !.any T. Hasty, Directorate
of Force Development, U.S. Army Armor
Center, Fon Knox, KY
The Command, Contro~ Communications,
Computers, Lntelligence, Electronic Warfare
and Sensors (C41EWS) Specifications and
tandards Acquisition Reform (SSAR) Team
from CECOM developed a master action
plan in support of acquisition process
relOrm. The plan empbasizes training the
workforce to reduce acquisition lead times;
maximizing efficiency in the acquisition
process; producing high-quality products
and semces; and reducing costs for
improved products and services. Their

(Left to Right) Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar; Acting ASA(RDA).
with three of five members of the Command, Control,
Communications, Computers, Intelligence, Electronic
Warfare and Sensors Specifications and Standards
Acquisition Reform Team: Charles M. Cebula, Stephen H.
Kurzer; and Latonya Jackson.
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accomplishments are quickly making Team
C4IEWS the most intelligent and responsi\'e
buyer of the best, most cost-effective products and services that meet the warfighters'
needs. Members of the C4IEWS SSAR
Team are Emerson W Ellett,
taff
Logistician for dle Program Executive
Office (PEO) fur LEWS; Charles M. Cebula,
Electrical Engineer for the PEO, Command, Control and Communications Systerns; Stephen H. Kurzer, Electronics
Engineer for the
ight VISion and
Electronic Sensors Directorate, CECOM
ROE Center; David Leciston, Computer
Scientist for the Software Engineering
Center; and Lamnra A. jackson, Program
Assistant for the Logistics and Readiness
Center.
Tbe joint Tactical Terrninal/Conunon
Integrated Broadcast Service Modules
(lTTlCmSM) Source Selection Team from
the PEO-LEWS, performed an exceptional
source selection of the JITlClBSM during
FY96. The team incorporated current
DOD and Army acquisition streamlining
initiatives, lessons learned from recent
streamlined acquisitions and commercial
practices; and tailored existing acquisition
practices to achieve a dramatic reduction
in the time, eJfurt, cost, and documentation required to award a contract for the
technically complex jTT/CmSM. This
acquisition is expected to serve as a model
for future procurements. Members of the
jTT/CIBSM Teanl are Kenneth R. Kraus,
PM Joint Stars System Engineering
Division Chief; john C. Quinn, Project
Leader, Joint Stars JTT; Thomas D. Carroll,
CECOM Legal Office Anomey-Advisor

Four of five members of the Joint Tactical Terminall
Common Integrated Broadcast Service Modules Source
Selection Team (left to right): Arnold A. Rappaport (who
received an individual award for his efforts in supporting
this team), Kenneth R. Kraus, Thomas D. Carroll, and
Stephen J. Morton.
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AffiIirs) transferred administration of the

Materiel Acquisition Award from the Army
lncentive Awards Board to the ASARDAAn effort is currently under way to integrate the award with other existing acquisition awards, such as the PM of the Year
Award, and the Secretary of the Army •
Awards for Excellence in COntracting. It is
anticipated that this may result in a 70series publication governing all acquisi.
tion awards. onetheless, the Secretary of
the Anny Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Materiel Acquisition will
remain the premier acquisition award
within the Depanment of the Army.

Three of four
members of the Battlefield
Combat Identification
System Team (from left to
right): John A. Kwiecien,
James Steinberger, and
George A. Tanner.
(Contracts); and Stephen J. Monon,
Deputy Product Manager for JIT/
Commander's Thctical Team.
The Battlefield Combat Identification
Systems (BCIS) Team from the PEO-IEWS
designed, directed, and evaluated a study
on cost as an independent variable. The
purpose of the study was to evaluate perfonnancelcostlschedule trades and producibility enhancements to the baseline
BCIS system. The study resulted in a production unit cost savings of $35 million
with no reduction In critical performance
areas. The core and matrix members of
the BCIS learn are Martha Faralla, PM;
John Kwiecien, Systems Engineer; James
Steinberger, Business Manager; and
George Tanner, Production Engineer.

the Best value acquisition process.
Ronald Schaefer from the PEO·IEWS,
received the award for his outstanding
achievement in materiel acquisition for
the Army Common Ground Station,
Medium Ground Station, and Ught
Ground Station Modules. Schaefer was
cited for his initiative and aggressive
approach to acquisition refonn, and for
his knowledge of the Joint Surveillance
Target Attack Radar System (STARS)
Program. Schaefer was also recognized for
successful program. and technical decisions, for directing and using the matrix
suppon of more than 25 staff members,
and providing outstanding recommendations to the Joint STARS PM.

Conclusion

FY96 Individual Recipients
The FY96 Materiel Acquisition Awards
for individuals were presented to two
CECOM employees at Fen Monmouth,
NJ. The recipients and their achievements
are described below.
Arnold A- Rappapon received the award
for his outstanding performance as the
CECOM acquisition leader in the successful planning and execution of the 1996
JIT/Common Integrated Broadcast
5ervice Module 10-year procurement in
suppon of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
Air Force, and Special Operations Forces.
Rappapon's guidance and leadership
were crucial in implementing several new
techniques in the contract placement
process. Most notewonhy were cost
tradeoffs for a1fordability, streamlining of
acquisition planning documentation, and
the use of signed offers in lieu of written
proposals. His vigorous approach to
acquisition streamlining and reform
resulted in a significant advancement in
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In February 1997, the Assistant Secretary
of the Army (Manpower and Reserve

DR. JAMES EDGAR is the Directm" of
the Contracting Career Program
Office in the Office of the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Procurement). A member of the
Army Acquisition Corps, he is certified level 3 in contracting and program management and holds a B.A
degree in historyfrom the University
of Alabama, an MA degree and
Ph.D. in historyfrom the University of
Virginia, an MB.A degree from
Central Oklahoma University, and
an MS. degree in national resource
strategy from the National Defense
University.
EIlZABETH RATliFF is a procure·
ment analyst at Headquarters, U.S.
Army Space and Missile Defense
Command, Huntsville, AI. Currently
on a I-year developmental assignment in the O.ffice of the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Army
(procurement), she has an AA
degree in business administration; a
B.S. degree in manpower; industrial
relations and organizational behavior; and an MB.A degree.

Ronald Schaefer, recipient of an individual Materiel Acquisition Award.
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MODELING AND SIMULATION
IN SUPPORT OF
TEST AND EVALUATION
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Introduction
The end of the Cold War bas brought
about many global changes. Clearly, we no
longer require the Defense structure that
we needed in the past. It is also clear, however, that we need a force structured to
execute an effective security strategy. One
key factor affecting the ability to accomplish this is the considerable reduction in
Defense resources that has resulted in
drastic downsizing and restructuring of the
military. It has greatly curtailed training
and large-scale deployments, which means
fewer opportunities for driving tanks, sailing ships, and flying airplanes. Thus, it is
difficult for soldiers to gain the warflghting
skills required to effectively use Our new
force structure.
To deal with these issues, the
Department of Defense leadership has
implemented many initiatives to reduce
Defense costs, while attempting to main·
tain combat readiness. One of these initiatives is simulation-based acquisition (SBA).
SBA urges program managers (PMs) and
other acquisition personnel to insert modeling and simulation (M&S) technology
upfront and throughout the life cycle of an
acquisition program. This will allow for
implementation and execution in a systematic, holistic, and consistent manner.
This initiative is supponed by the Director,
Operational Test and Evaluation, Office of
the secretary of Defense, who advocates a
"Cradle to Grave" approach (Figure 1).
HistOrically, developers have partially met
this objective by using M&S upfront to
explore concepts for systems. They have
also effectively used M&S to develop firstclass simulations, simulators, trainers, and
training centers. The void has been in the
area of testing and evaluation (T&E).
The Army's Simulation, Training and
Instrumentation Command (STRlCOM)
has taken the lead in filling this void.
STRICOM's PM for the Combined Arms
Assessment NelWOrk is currently managing
the M2A3 Bradley Synthetic Environment
live-Fire Test Program (SELF), which is
exploring how M&S can be used to augment T&E. This article provides an
overview of this program.

By MAJ Tony F. Hodge
OSD/1.FT&E is executing its SELF Program
parallel to the PM-Bradley's Live Fire
Program. Realizing that the synthetic envi·
ronment (SE) will never replace LFT, the
OSD/1.FT&E goal is to augment the data
coUected by providing insight into furure
test events and by providing an infrastructure in which variables are introduced on a
nOninterference basis. The focus is to
explore SE approaches for lethality issues
and use the M2A3 Bradley development to
illustrate the opportunities. The M2A3
Bradley was selected because of the nature
of its upgrades. The upgrades do not
change the gun or the type of round used.
This makes the ability to acquire a target
and generate a flCe control solution
testable in the SE.

SELF Program Phases
STRICOM is executing the SELF Program
in two phases. The first phase, completed
in July 1997, involved requirement defini·
tion of SE support of LFT and produced
two products: a feasibility analysis study
(FAS) and a test plan. The FAS identified
the requirements to be tested and the
methodology to implement and categorize
these requirements, identified an infrastructure analysis, and made recommendations to provide SE support of LFT.
In conducting the FAS, the SELF Program
tearn did a two-step measure of performance (MOP) analysis. The first step was
an evaluation of the degree to which each
MOP addressed LFT. The second step classified the MOPs in terms of their supporta-
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hility in the SE. MOPs with a live·fire-test
relevance score greater than zero and a
supportability score greater than one were
selected for evaluation.
The MOP analysis identified 104 MOPs
that were testable in the SE. The Army's
Operational Test and Evaluation Command (OPTEC) provided the original 407
MOPs from the Bradley System Evaluation
Plan (Figure 2).
Phase two of the program, which began
in August 1997, consists of SE infrastructure enhancements and test execution.
The primary infrastrucrure enhancements
are integration of the latest M2A3 Bradley
software into the Bradley Advanced
Training System (BATS); integration of the
Army's Materiel Systems Analysis Activity
(AMSAA) error algorithms and ballistic mis·
siles; use of the Night VISion and Elecrronic
Sensors Directorate (NVESD) Paint the
Night (PTN) textile files; integration of syn.
thetic flat panel targets; and modification
of the instructor operator station (IOS).
Test execution will consist of Umited ser
Test (LUT) 1 and LUT 2, and initial operational test and evaluation. STRICOM is
executing this program in close coordina·
tion with the test community, and hosted
its first SELF integrated product team (IP'I)
meeting in Orlando, FL, on Oct. 2·3, 1997.
The purpose was to define IPT roles and
responsibilities, and to conduct detailed
planning for LOT 1.

LUT 1
The SELF Program Team successfully
completed LOT 1 Nov: 21, 1997, and LUT
1 was executed on the BATS at Fort
Benning, GA. The BATS is the M2A3
Bradley simulator currently being developed parallel to the tactical vehicle. The
SELF LUT 1 replicated gunnery exercises
for the M2A3 Bradley LUT 1 Dec. 1-12,
1997. Data were coUected to satiSfy 30
MOPs that focused on the ability of the
M2A3 Bradley to perform target acquisition and delivery accuracy
The BATS was the vehicle chosen for the
tests because its crew station and software
are representative of the M2A3 Bradley.
The BATS is a complete gunnery training
system that consists of a high fidelity gunner and commander's weapon station, and
an lOS to control gunnery exercises and
provide after action reports.
The BATS also uses a visual and computational system to provide the required
images to develop and sustain gunnery
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Figure 2.
skills for the Bradley crews. The computational sy tern also uses tactical software
thal closely replicates actual fire control
functions and capabilities of the M2A3
Bradley. The BATS was developed as a prototype trainer to train the trainers and
crews to support the Bradley LlTf 1.
Tbe M2A3 Bradley LUT 1 live gunnery
exercises were conducted at Hastings
Range, Fort Benning, GA. To replicate the
targets on Hastings Range, the ELF
Program Team integrated synthetic flat target represenrations similar to the panel targets used at the range. These targets were
incorporated inro the BATS visual system
along with the AMSAA ballistic models.
This provided the BATS a higher fidelity fly.
Out simulation and error modeling.
TRJCOM intends to explore using
NVESO-PTN for second-generation forward-looking infrared representation for
future tests. AMSAA algorithms were
implemented into the BATS oflware
although the M2A3 Bradley Software
Solution provides for tilt error correction
and environmental parameters. In addition, three different round dispersion
tables were used throughout testing.
The e tables generated a random dispersion of shots based on the first shot. The
Simulation Analyzer ( imulyzer) was used
to collect distributed interactive simulation protocol data units (PODs) on the
network. The e PODs provided information such as shot, hir, and kill statistics;
30 Army RD&A

intervisibility over time; an engagement
timeline; and vehicle information. The
Simuly-~er displayed the data being col.
lected in graphical di plays dUring the verification and validation fY&V) and SELF
LlTf 1 exercises.
AMSAA conducted the V&V of SELF hardware and oftware integration. TRJCOM
is closely coordinating with AMSAA to generate a report that documents the results
of the V&Y. This report will document any
discrepancies that might affect the data collected during SELF LlTf 1.
Tests consisted of M2A3 Bradley-trained
crews executing a series of scenarios that
required target detection and engagement.
The e day and night engagements were
developed to generate the data necessary
to satisfy MOP concerning t,lrget acquisition, target tracking, and delivery accuracy
of rounds. These scenarios allowed the
test team to evaluate how well the vehicle
under te t Ineets the requirements stated
in the M2A3 Bradley MOP. Vi iting test personnel al 0 noted that this system captured some relevant data, which is not
always possible in the field. It also provided a more controlled environment to
assess the system under test.
STRJCOM has completed and submitted
a ELF LUT 1 test data report (TOR) to
OPTEC. OJYfEC will review the TOR and
databases and generate a SELF system
analysis. This analysis will be u ed to
determine future program direction.

Conclusion
STRICOM has clearly set the pace in
attempting to fill the Army's void of augmenting T&E with M&S. Through its SELF
Program, STRlCOM is demonstrating how
T&E and M&S are intertwined, and is well
on its way to achieving the objectives of
providing testers with a tool set to coUect
and analyze data in support of future testing and identifying Ie ting is ues linking
the simulation, test and evaluatiOn process
with BA, for developmental and operational T&E.

NOTE: FaT additional informaNon on
the SELF Program, cotltact MAJ Hodge at
(407) 384-3658 OT DSN 970-3658.

MAl TONY F HODGE is Project
Directorfor' the M2A3 Bradley SELF
Program. He is assigned to the u.s.
Army Simulation, Training and
instrumentation
Command,
Orlando, FI. He has a B.S. degree
from Alcorn State University and
an M.S. degree in administration
from Central Michigan University.
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ARL,
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE
COLLABORATE
ON NEW
COMPOSITE
ARMOR
PROCESS
By Diane S. Kukich
Cost-effective manufacturing tecbniques
are required to ensure that the next generation of lightweight composite armor is
used in future systems. everal fabrication tecbnique, including hand layup
and automated fiber placement, have
been u ed to produce composite structures, but affordability and durability have
remained major issues. Now, a process
developed jointly by the University of
Delaware Center for Composite Materials
~ (UD-CCM)
and tbe Army Re earch
Laboratory (ARL) offers reduced costs and
increased durability by eliminating the
need for multiple processing steps and
subsequent joining of the various layers
making up the armor "recipe."
With Co-Injection Resin Transfer
Molding (CIRTM), multiple resin systems
~ can be injected using a single fiber-layup
and mold/vacllum bag procedure. The
process enables integration of not only
discrete composite layers but also noncomposite materials sucb as ceramic tiles
for ballistic protection and metal screens
for electromagnetic interference shield" ing. This work is being carried out under
the Composite Material Researcb (CMR)
Collaborative Program, which was estabIi bed through a cooperative research
agreement between D-CCM and ARL in
1996. The CMR Collaborative Program is
one of three such progranl comprising

the ARL's Materials Research Cenrer of
Excellence.
During its first year, the cooperative program at UD produced more than 50 joint
ARI/UD publications and 5 joint patent
applications for technologies related to
composites manufacturing, including 1
covering ClRTM. Since ilie program was
initiated, UD and ARt have become victual extensions of one another per the
Army's "extended laboratory concept."
The initial focus of the multidisciplinary,
multiple-project CMR research program is
on integral armor, a multifunctional
hybrid composite combining layers of
ceramic tiles, polymer-matrix. compoSites,

and integrated special-purpose materials.
According to ARt Senior Scientist Dr. Gary
L. Hagnauer, ""[be Army will need lighter
weight, higher strength and stiffness, and
mOre robust materials and structures to
meet Army After Next requiremenrs for
speed, tactical mobility, operational efficiency, logistics, and increased range and
lethality of weapon systems." Hagnauer
directs the three university programs iliat
make up the Materials Center of
Excellence. He added, "Materials cannot
just be taken off the shelf to meet future
defense demands." Enabling technologies for so-called "materials by design"
include composite material (lightweight,
high-strength, multifunctional materials),

Cost-effective
manufacturing
techniques
are required
to ensure
that the

next generation
of lightweight
composite armor
is used in
future systems.

~
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SUMMARY OF ADVANTAGES OF CIRTM

Cost savings through
•

Red uction of cycle times pet part, allowing for higher volume production

•

Reduction of manpower costs

•

Reduction of the number of processing steps

•

Reduction of the energy needed to run the machinery

•

Elimination of the need for adhesives (and therefore the need for surface
preparation, set-up and tolerance problems, and defects associated with secondary
bonding)

Environmental advantages through
•

Reduction of emissions, due to the decreased number of steps and the closed
nature of the process

•

Reduction of waste in general via more efficient use of material and decreased
number of steps

•

Elimination of the need for adhesives

Performance advantages through
•

Reduction of weight

•

Improvement of bonding through co-<:ure and therefore improvement of
mechanical properties

•

Provision of structural contribution from previously nonstructural layers

•

Value-added multifunctional enhancements such as fire protection, wear
resistance, and moisture-resistant structures

•

Built-in repairability of complex multifunctional structures

lightweight integrated armor, and costeffective manufacturing (intelligent processing, joining).
CIRTM may be one of the e enabling
technologies. Although Vacuum-Assisted
Resin Transfer Molding has proven to be
very cost effecrlve in the manufacture of
large composite parts, it has been used
primarily with single-resin systems. 00
Professor John W Gillespie stated, "By
using a Single-step co-cure process that
injects multiple resin systems, co-injection offers the potential to satisfy multifunctional requirements-for example,
structural, fire protection, and ballistic
resistance-while reducing costs and
increasing quality, performance, and
durability. The process also eliminates
the need for secondary bonding operations. Our patented Diffusion-Enhanced
Adhesion [DEA] process was critical to
the development of co-injection manufacturing. "
In co-injection, a compatible barrier
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layer such as a thin thermoplastic film initially maintains resin separation during
infusion. During cure of thermo etting
resins, diffusion and reaction of the compatible thermoplastic, which is the basis
of DEA, results in a strong, durable inter·
phase between dissimilar materials. DBA
bonds have been shown to be superior to
conventional adhesive bonds in applications involving ballistic impact.
SlMPROCESS~, a cost model developed
at 00 by Professor Scott K. Jones, indicates that co-injection yields significant
savings over alternative processes such as
sequential injection and automated fiber
placement. The cost savings result from a
variety of factors, including reduced cycle
times, manpower costs, processing steps,
and energy requirements. Elimination of
the need for adhesives aI 0 helps bring
costs down.
In addition, the single-step co-injection
process offers the opportunity to significantly decrease pollution and manufaetur-

ing costs. Dr. Bruce K. Fink, an ARL scientist in residence at CCM, pointed out, 'The
potential to eliminate adhesive bonding is
attractive from the viewpoint of not only
reducing emissions at the time of initial
manufacture but also mitigating the need
for fucure repair due to bond fuilures."
Because of these environmentally friendly
aspects of co-injection, the process is one
of several technologies that will be investigated under a recent award from the federal Strategic Environmental Research and
Development Program to ARL, with 00CCM and indu try participation.
Another advantage of co'injection is that
it enables the use of through-thickness
stitching to enhance multihit ballistic performance and improve the damage tolerance of integral armor. The effect is simi·
lar to that of quilting a multilayered blanket to prevent ripping, tearing, or separation of layers. In the case of armor, stitching prevents delamination and limits
damage dUring ballistic impact. Stitching
also has the potential to increase residual
strength-that is strength after impact.
After the Composite Armored Vehicle
(CAY) Advanced Technology Demonstration was completed, the CAV was shipped
to the Pentagon for display by United
Defense Limited Partnership (UDLP), the
contractor for the CAY and the Army's
new sell-propelled howitzer, Crusader. A
highlight was UDLP's demonstration of
the damage tolerance and ease of repair
associated with this technology.
"We've come a long way in developing
this innovative approach, transferring the
technology, and addressing scale-up
issues," says OO's Gillespie. "But in ome
ways, our initial work on this process has
raised more questions than it has
answered. We're still exploring a number
of issues, including evaluating variou
separation methods, optimizing processing conditions and stitching parameters,
and establishing the fundamental science
base for in-situ formation of the interphase berween dissimilar materials during processing. But we're confident that
through continued investigation with our
government and industrial partnersespecially ARL and OOLP-we'U be able to
successfully resolve these issues over
time. We're very appreciative of the
opportunity to work so closely with them
through the CMR Program."

DIANE S. KUKlCH is an editm- at
the University of Delaware Center
for Composite Materials. She gratefully acknowledges the assistance
of Professor john W Gillespie fr.
(UD-CCM) and Dr. Bruce K Fink
(ARL) in preparing this article.
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PACIFIC
CONTI GENCY
CONTRACTING
OFFICERS
WORKING
GROUP
By MAJ Jon Campbell
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Check out this possible scenario: While
scanning your daily e-mail, this message is
in your inbox: I think we need a KO to
accompany a CAT deploying to Comoros
next month to rebuild a school in support of the CG's ERR-signed CofS. After
looking at an atlas to find Comoros and
checking the meaning of the acronyms,
you wonder what to do next.
In plain rext, the above message is: I
think we need a contracting officer to
accompany a civic action team deploying to Comoros next month to rebuild a
school in support of the commanding
general's expanded relations programsigned ChiefofStaff. In the United States
Army, Pacific (USARPAC) , if you did nOt
have a contracting officer capable of
deploying, you would contact the Office
of the Assistant Chief of Staff for
Acquisition Management (ACSAM). From
there, if USARPAC did not have the inrernal assets to cover the mission, the Office
of the ACSAM would activate United
States Pacific Command's (USPACOM)
Supply and Services Branch (1424), which
loosely controls the Pacific Contingency
Contracting Officers Working Group
(pCCOWG).
The PCCOWG is the USPACOM/commander-in-chief's (CINe's) Logistic
Procurement Support Board (CLPSB)!
J424 working group, which recommends
standardized policies and procedures for
contingency contrActing during regional
contingencies, joint theater exercises, or
natural disaster relief in the USPACOM
area of responSibility (AOR), and ensures
aU contingency contracting requirements
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are met.
The PCCOWG is a USPACOM-unique initiative borne of a necessity to have some
control over contracting in an AOR that
encompasses 43 countries across 13 time
zones. In this article, I explain the membership and organization of the
PCCOWG, its relationship with the
CLPSB, and the spirit of cooperation i.n a
joint environment.

During
a major joint
theater exercise,
such as
Cobra Gold
in Thailand,
it is not
uncommon
for every Service
to have
representation
in the exercise
contracting office.

What is PCCOWG?
The PCCOWG reports to the CLPSB and
has formalized procedures with several
documents. WhHejoint Publication 4.0
covers the establishment of the CLPSB,
USCINCPAC Instruction 4230.1C specifically establishes and charge
the
PCCOWG with supporting the CLPSB.
The PCCOWG has a formaL charter
approved by USPACOM that is reviewed
annually and updated as necessitated by
the changing environment. Biannual
meetings ensure that all contracting commitments in the PACOM AOR are known
and met. These meetings also allow the
members to become familiar with their
counterparts in the sister Services.

Membership
The PCCOWG is made up of both voting
and nonvoting members. The USPACOM
component commands and other unified
commands within the USPACOM AOR
appoint one voting member and other
organizations and activities appoint nonvoting members as .;equired. Based on
their experience and position, members
normally represent the contingency contracting working level and include senior

I
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In the ever-increasing world
of joint operations,
it is a positive reinforcement
to have the foundation
for joint cooperation
in place within the pacific.
enlisted personnel, captains and majors,
and GS-12 or 13 civilians. The difference
between the voting and nonvoting members is minimal. Voting members represent their respective Services, vote on
changes to the charter, and may accept
requirements on behalf of their Services.
Nonvoting members represent subordinate units, express views on recommended changes to the charter, and prOVide
experience and expertise on specific matters. The chairperson holds the position
for 1 year and the position is rotated
among the voting members. The chairperson decides when and where to meet,
establishes and publishes the agenda,
oversees the meetings, and provides the
minutes and attendance rosters. Meetings
are usually held in Hawaii unless the voting members agree to hold the meeting
elsewhere. This has been the case on several occasions when the majority of the
members were deployed in suppon of an
exercise or were attending a conference
elsewhere. The meeting has been held in
Thailand and Korea.
Currently, there are five voting members: USARPAC, Pacific Air Forces, Marine
Forces Pacific, Pacific Fleet, and U.S.
Forces Korea. Some of the current nonvoting members are U.S. Special
Operations Command Pacific, U.S. Army
Japan, 25th Infantry Division (Light),
Naval Regional Contracting CommandSingapore, Corps of Engineers Pacific
Ocean Division, and Defense Contract
Management Area Office-Hawaii.
The PCCOWG suppons the CLPSB in
carrying out three critical acquisition
functions for the CINC:
• Promotes cooperation among the
services;

• Recommends acquisition policy and
procedures to the CLPSB to carry out the
CINC's strategic objectives; and
• Assists in the standardization of all
acquisition functions and the enforcement of priorities for limited resources.

,

Cooperation
During the PCCOWG meetings, each
component pre ents its projected
requirements and balances them with any
joint requirements. The PCCOWG recommends to the J424 of USPACOM any
reqUired taskings to support these
requirements if the voting members cannot agree informally who will cover what
requirements. Traditionally, each Service
covers its own requirements unless it is a
joint exercise or the Service doe not have
the assets to do so. This does not prevent
"unprojected" requirements from becoming critical. Due to the unique working
relationship among the Services, a phone
call between commands usuaUy ensures
the mission is supponed contrJ.ctually.
USCINCPAC
Instruction
4230.1C
addresses the expectations of SPACOM
for contingency contracting throughout
the USPACOM AOR. The vastness of the
AOR makes cooperation vital among the
Services and agencies. The CLPSB serves
as the functional head for this cooperation while the PCCOWG serves as the catalys~ for making it work. Every effort is
made to inciude all the Services in any
PCCOWG activity.
Recent activities
include DOD's Standard Procuremenr
System (SPS) Contingency Contracting
Officer (CCO) training and a Contingency
Contracting Conference in Korea.
Cooperation among the Services is excellent, not withstanding some inevitable
interservice rivalry. On numerous occasions a CCO from one Service has assisted
and ~overed a requirement for another.
Examples include an Air Force CCO as isting an Army engineer unit building a road
in Cambodia or an Army CCO contracting
for a Navy special operations unit in
Thailand. During a major joint theater
exercise, such as Cobra Gold in Thailand,
it is not uncommon for every Service to
have representation in tbe exercise contracting office. One Service is designated
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as the "lead" for contracting and is'
reqUired to provide a. Level lI~qualified
CCO to serve as the c11ief of tbe contracting office. The other Services provide
CCOs to suppon the mission.
A PCCOWG goal is to bave CCOs capable of working with all of the Services.
Both the GLPSB and the PCCOWG agree
that the portability of warrants for CCOs ,
from within the USPACOM AOR is accepted among the Services. All warranted
contracring officers from any of the other
Services are accepted and may contract
on any exercise, regardless of the lead
agency; without any additional justification or paperwork. Currendy, the CCOs •
employ an automated contracting system
adopted by the PCCOWG, a product using
a Symantec software called Q & A. This
standardization allows every CCO to serve
in an office without having to learn a new
system. Once an SPS is fielded and all
Services have the system, the PCCOWG
will transition to the new system. Any
CCO may use whatever system they are
comfortable with when deployed as an
individual to support a requirement. It is
only when working in a. joinr office that
Q & A is mandated by the PCCOWG.
The chairperson of the PCCOWG also
appoints a custodian to maintain a master
library. The library serves as a central
repository for all regulatory documents and
other information critical to contingency
contracting within the AOR. The goal is to
develop a central electronic database of
ources by country, and lessons learned
from previous exercises and deployments.
The PCCOWG is in the infancy stage ofhaving the information available on the World '
Wide Web. This shouLd be available by the
end of summer 1998.

Conclusion
In the ever-increasing world of joint
operations, it is a positive reinforcement
to have the foundation for joint cooperation in place within the Pacific. The
Services, through the PCCOWG, get the
job done. The PCCOWG fills the void for
the lack of a fonnal written joint contingency contracting doctrine and ensures
customers receive the most efficient and
effective support possible.

MAj JON CAMPBEIL is Deputy for
Contingency OJntracting Operations
and Policy. Office of the Assistant
Chief of Staff for Acquisition
Management, United tates Army,
Pacific. He bas an undergraduate
degree from the Citade~ and an
MB.A degree from Clemson
University.
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ATC
HELPS
MARYLAND
STATE POLICE
CRACK DOWN
ON AGGRESSIVE DRIVERS
By Lena Goodman
Aggressive drivers, beware!
The
Army Aberdeen 1l:st Center (ATe),
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD, has been
working with the Federal Highway
Administration and Maryland Stale Police
since August 1996 10 develop a prototype
aggressive driver imaging system 10 identify
aggressive drivers who threaten the lives of
individuals tra.veling on the Capital Beltway in
the WashinglOn, DC, area.
CPT Greg Shipley; Commander of the
Maryland State PoIlce Public AlI3i11i Unit, said a
numbec of tral6c accidents caused by aggressive
driving have occurred in the state and around
the country during the past 2 years. "The issue
ofaggressive driving has now caught the attention oftralIic, police and government officials at
~ the local, state, and federal levels. A recent AM
surveyshowed that the number one concern of
motorists was not the drunk dm-er, but the
aggressive driver," he said.
According to Maryland State Police
Superintendent COL David B. Mitchell, aggressive driving includes following too closely;
~ changing lanes unsafely, fAiling to yield right-of:
way, speeding, and negligent or reckless driving. ''The time has come for the Maryland
State Police to lead the way in new tralIic safety and enforcement initiatives," he said
The teehnology transfer initiatire began in
August 1996 with representalives from ATC,
the Federal Highway Administration, the
Maryland Stale Highway Administration, and
the Maryland State Police. It is called ''Project
ADVANCE"-Aggressive Driving Video and
Non-Contact Enforcement
A key part of the initiative is a prolOtype
developed by ATC enginet=-the Aggressive
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Drirer Imaging System (ADIS). Mike Zwiebel,
ATe's Instrumentation Development Leader,
stated, 'The ADIS is a computer-controlled system that employs two laser devices for detecting speed and distance, and three video cameras for Imaging These devices are all mounted inside a Maryland State Police vehicle.
'WIS detects a tralIic violator, records a digital image and video clip of the approaching
vehicle, records several side-view Images as
the vehicle passes, and records several
rearview Images after the vehicle passes,"
Zwiebel noted.
"The side-view 1mage1! are used to detenni.ne
a commercial trUck's Departrnent of
Transportation Motor Camer numbers. '!he
rearview Images are used 10 detennine a car or
truck license tag number," Zwiebel added.
ADIS stores the video clip, digital images and
vehicle speed in a computer. Shipley said
when an ADIS operator is done monitoring,
the trooper reviews the acquired Images and
uses existing database systems to identify vehicle registration or moror carrier identification
of violators.
"The vehicle owner will receive a letter of
warning and a set ofphotographs showing the
violating vehicle and listing of tralIic viola·
tions," Shipley said. "Citations will not be
issued by mail since Maryland police don't
have StalUlOty authority to do this except at
certain tralIic inrerseetions with red lights," he
continued, noting that the only time dtations
would be issued is when ADIS is operated in
coordination with a nearby stopping team.
According to ShipleY, 'The ADIS operalOr
would notify the stopping team of the
approaching violator. A member of the stop-

ping teatn would stop the violator and issue
the dtation, based on the testimony of the
ADIS operator who witnessed the violation
and saw the slOpping team member SlOp the
correct vehicle."
Zwiebel said advantages of the system
include improved mobility, single-trooper
operation, reducted risk to troopers by eliminating the need for stopping teams on dangerous interstates like the Capital Beltway,
reduced tral6c congestion by eliminating r0adside tralIic stops, and the ability to provide
video and still phOlO records of the violation.
'The Maryland State Police will he conducting a formal study over the next yeat to ew.luate the elfectiveness of this technology as a
tool in reducing the OCCUITe11ce of aggressive
driving on the Capital Beltway," Zwiebel
added.
Maryland State Police officials emphasized
that aggressive driving kills, and noted that
Maryland roads will be safer thanks to this
advanced law enfor=nent technology provided with the help of ATe expertise.

lENA GOODMANis tbe Public Affairs

Specialist at tbe U.S Army Aberdeen
Test Center, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD She holds a 8.S degree
in communications from tbe
University of Maryland University
College and has completed the Defense
Infornul1:ion School Public Affairs

Officers Course.
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Teaming, Technology, And Innovation . ..

THE VEHICLE
CONTROL UNIT
FOR THE HIGH MOBILITY
MULTIPURPOSE
WHEELED VEHICLE
Introduction
Since its fielding in the 19805, the High
Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle
(HMMWV) has experienced high failure
rates of its protective control box (PCB),
significantly impacting its readiness and
operations and sustainment costs.
Located under the driver's dashboard, the
PCB houses the HMMWV's starter, glow
plugs and accessory relays, and plays an
essential role in operations such as Staning the vehicle. In early 1997, the U.S.
Anny Tank-Automotive Research, Development and
Engineering
Center
(TARDEC) took on the challenge of solving the PCB failure problems. This article
describes that challenge and the ensuing
development of a vehicle control unit
(VCll) that will replace the PCB and glow
plug controllers (GPCs) currently found
inHMMWVs.

Background
Backed by its long·sranding tradition of
finding innovative solutions to complex
problems, engineers on TARDEC's Rapid
Protoryping Team believed they could
redesign the PCB not only to improve its
functionality, but also its performance.
Their task was 10 develop a solution that
would provide the soldier in the field
with increased readiness, while simulta·
neously reduce the time spent on main·
taining the HMMWY's electrical control
systems.
Paramount to £be TARDEC prolOryping
team effort was that the PCB remain capa·
ble of handling unlque scenarios associat·
ed with, but not limited to starting the
vehicle. For instance, the PCB must not
only be capable of reliably starting the
HMMWV under normal operating temper-
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By John J. Schmitz and
Michael K. Cadieux

atures, but it must also maintain £be same
reliability during cold wea£ber starting.
cenarios such as these, however, have
become problemaric due 10 £be limited
technology at £be time the PCB was
designed. In £be early 1980s, the com·
mercial marketplace simply did not have
reliable and cost-effective soUd·state elec·
tronic technologies to handle HMMWV
requirements such as starting in various
environments.

Identifying The Problems
With this in mind, TARDEC's engineers
thoroughly re earched the problems
experienced wi£b the PCB and identified
the problematic issues £bat were causing
its failure. The first problem was that £be
PCB relays housed within the box were
burning out much too quickly. Some of
these burnouts were attributed to the
range of voltages the HMMWV encoun·
ters and the voltages at which it must per·
form (9-34 volts (V). Some of the relays
within the PCB were designed originally
to operate at 12Y. 10 many cases, howev·
er, 24v were being applied. The second
problem was that the PCB contacts
housed wi£bin the box were welding
shut. This failure was due to £be high
amounts of current being sent through
the contacts.
The most critical problem the HMMWV
was experiencing, however, was the rate

at which glow plugs were burning out.
Glow plugs are needed by the HMMWV's
diesel engine to raise the temperature of
the fuel and air mixture when the engine
is not hot enough to create combustion.
Typically, this problem occurs when the
HMMWV operator repeatedly turns the
ignition on and off in an effort 10 start £be
vehicle. This can lead to what is com·
monly referred 10 as stacking. Stacking is
a term to describe the glow plugs when
they become too hot (above 2,000 F),
which can occur when £bey are at full
power for more than 10 seconds at a time.
Since the PCB design is constrained by
now obsolete electronic technology; the
unit does not possess the capability to
detect a stacking condition. As a result,
the glow plugs tend to burn out. The
glow plug temperature is primarily
dependent on the battery voltage and £be "
amount of time voltage is applied to the
plug, and less dependent on the tempera·
ture of the engine block.

Solving The Problem
TARDEC's goal was to develop an inno·
vative and cost-effective replacement sys.
tern that would not only be capable of
handling every function the PCB performs, but also handle problems such as
cold temperature starting and stacking.
To achieve this, TARDEC's engineers
looked at the problem ·outside the box,"
and leveraged today's state-of·the-art elec·
tronic technologies that are readily avail·
able in the commercial marketplace.
Thus, £bey were able to develop a unique
solution to a very complex problem.
Advances in solid·state electronics technologies dUring the last 10 to 15 years
enabled TARDEC's engineers to com-
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pletely reengineer the PCB, improving
both its reliability and performance. The
TARDEC redesign led to development of
the VCU, a completely solid·state device
that consists of rransiscors, diodes, and
other electronic parts.
An 8-bit microcontroUer is the "hean
and brains" of the YCU. It is a highly intet grated chip, which includes a central processing unit, random a.ccess memory,
erasable programmable read only memory, timers, and an interrupt controller. It
also has several analog-to-digital conveners to read banery voltage and temperature. Since thiS microcontroller provides
a "one-chip solution," TARDEC's engineers were able to drastically reduce the
number of parts and design costs by
incorporating the microcontroller inco
theVCU.
The microcontroller's software is programmed to collect, monitor and evaluate data coming from various pans of
the HMMWV's electrical system, such as
the battery. This process ultimately
enables the YCU to proVide power co the
glow plugs. Traditionally, energy was
sent to the glow plugs using a much
cruder means: the engine temperature
was used as a gauge without considering
, the condition of the battery. The YCU
only monitors the condition of the battery co control how much energy is sent
to the glow plugs.

Other Innovations
Several other innovative approaches
have been incorporated to enhance the
HMMWV's electrical system operation.
Currently, the PCB is connected via a wire
harness to another electronic device the
GPC. Previously, when something ~ent
wrong with the HMMWV's glow plugs, the
mechanic usually replaced the GPC when
he or she replaced the faulty glow plugs.
To help reduce maintenance costs and
streamline the vehicle's electronic components, TARDEC's engineers incorporated the functions of the GPC into the YCU,
, and eliminated the need for the GPc.
In addition, all PCB relays have been
eliminated in the new design. Formerly, a
single PCB relay was used to connect all
eight glow plugs, and when the vehicle
was turned on, all eight glow plugs were
turned on. The YCU now separates the
glow plugs into eight individual channels,
redUcing switching noise and improving
HMMWV performance. The YCU is also
equipped with individual transistors for
each glow plug, enabling the HMMWV co
stan its engine even when several glow
plugs are burnt out. This was previously
impossible using the PCB configuration.
In addition to the technological and
operational
benefits
previously
described, the YCU offers a number of
other enhancements. For exampie, a
thick white smoke that occurred dUring
initial startup with the PCB is significantly reduced or eliminated. This smoke
May-June 1998

Protective
control
box.
was caused by improper heating of the
glow plugs.
engineers
have
also
TARDEC's
addressed the question "How much work
is needed to replace the unit on the vehicle?" The switch from electromechanical
to solid-state technology sharply
decreased both the size and weight of the
unit. However, a decision was made to
keep the dimensions and mounting of
the PCB the same for the new unit. Thus,
the only thing the soldier needs to do to
replace the unit with relative ease is co
drill one additional hole into the mounting area.

Testing
During development of the initial prototype, a 4-month in-vehicle field test of the
YCU was conducted from February 1997
co June 1997. This timeframe ensured
that a HMMWV eqUipped with the new
YCU would be exposed to temperatures
as low as 9 F or as high as 85 F. During
the 4-month test, an attempt was made co
start the HMMWV every business day. The
HMMWV started every time.
The
HMMWV also started in a cold chamber
with a temperature of minus 25 F.
Additional testing procedures involving
25,000 start sequences have also been
developed and are currently under way.
To ensure that the YCU is reliable under
all circumstances and scenarios, the number of start sequences was increased two
and a half times over what the PCB went
through to ensure that the new design
meers rigorous demands.

state electronics technologies. TARDEC
engineers believe this approach can readily be applied to other tactical wheeled
vehicles in the fleet that are experiencing
the same types of problems.

JOHN J SCHMITZ is a senior electrical engineer at TARDEG. He has
a B.S. degree in electrical engineering from the Lawrence
Institute of Technology and is a
licensed professional engineer in
Michigan.
MICHAEL K CADIEUX is a co-op
student working at TARDEG. He is
working toward a B.S. degree in
computer science at the GM!
Engineering and Management
Institute.

Conclusion
Preliminary data indicate that this innovative solution not only solves the failures
that have plagued the HMMWV in the
field, but offers a host of technological,
operational and environmental improvements as well. This was achieved by
focusing on the basic performance
requirements of the PCB, while applying
today's state-of-the-art commercial solid-
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ARMY LOGISTICS
GOES ONLINE
Beginning in the late 19805, the Army
dragged me into the electronic universe,
commonly referred to today as the Internet.
I passively resisted because it was and at
times still is, a nuisance to me-all those
keyboard codes, those hard to remember
URL addresses, all that superfluous information all that "surfing the net." When I
tho~g1)( I was close to what I wanted, I
would spend my valuable time searching
page by page and then J missed it. By
time I was so distracted that I forgot what It
was had been looking for. I just couldn't
get my arms around it. For me,. the electronic age consisted of typewnters and
adding machines. My talents were meant to
be used with a yellow No.2 stubby pencil.
As I went to work each day, I kept telllng
myself, "change is good ... change is good!!"
My job has gotten easier and, res, sometimes liIster because of the personal computer. It also means I receive a lot more
work because now I have more time on my
hands. Charts, graphs and reports that used
to take day:; or weeks to complete I can now
do in a matter of hours. I don't have to send
my work to a secretary or graphics department to find out that what I wrote is not
quite what J meant to say, or that the layout
is wrong. I can now make mistakes that
only I know about. Ain't computers great?
Now a small group is attempting to make
the logiStician's life a little easier. Almost
every c01Dll1lUld or activity has a home page
or something on the World Wide Web. The
problem is finding it. The Department of
Army Integrated Logistics Support
Executive Committee, under the sponsorship of the Army's Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Logistics, perceived that
locating logistics information on the World
Wide Weh was a problem. They suggested
the formation of a team to look into the
problem. That team of represen~tivesfrom
various commands and actlVltles delermined the directi.on to take and the purpose
of the needed website, and began the
design and implementation of an Army
logistics website.
The idea is to allow the logistician to "put
his or her arms around it." They should be
able to go to a single webslte, determine
what they want, and then go directly to it,
with minimal time and effort. "Surfing"
would not be required, nor the need to
remember numerous electronic addresses.
The numerous URLs would be converted to
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By James A. Smith
noun names all on a single convenient website through the modem day miracle of electronic "linking." The strength of this concept is the individual's ability to easily access
current information and data from a WIde
variety of Army sources.
The U.S. Army Logistics website is now online at wwwJogistics.army.miL This website is a virtual melting pot of logistics information. It provides online, easy access to key
information and documents that will allow
the logistician early insight into government
acquisitions, procedures, and ~~ts.. The
inteot is to provide as much lDg1SlICS information as possible at one site. By linking to
existing websites within the Army an~ ~tI:ter
Services, this site will a1I.ow the lDg1Stlaan
greater effectiveness and efficiency.
The site has two areas from which to seek
assisrance-a Navigational Guide and the
alway:;-reliable "FAQ" (Frequently Asked
Questions). The guide and EAQ have been
placed upfront to bener assist ~e user. Each
topic on the home page IS Identified and
explains the information you
be abLe to
find. The main areas are acquISItiOn, fielding,
and sustainment. Under these three broad
areas are related topics intended to aid the
logistician before, during, and after the system is fielded. These areas contain links to
the Commerce BtlSlrress Datly, acquisition
reform, regulations, total package fiel.~g,
contractor logistic support, software loglStlcs,
and numerous other topics. The FAQ
answers questions commonly asked by pe0ple like me who get lost every time we go
more than 10 miles hum home. ~ know
we're lost, but we rarely request assistance.
At the top of the page is a rotating bunon
with the word "new." A click on this will
show you all of the latest innovations for
logistics. This section will be kept updated.
Nor everything deals directly with projects
or weapon systems, so we've added a few
more bunons for you to practice "clicking."
Each command can submit information on
its initiatives and products. When you have
a meeting related to logistics and want to
get the word out, enter the information in
the Logistics Calendar. Training opportuntties are also listed. The library contains all

will
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of the electronic data, such as military standards technical manuals, and DOD documen~ that we've been able to find. If you
want to link directly to a logistics home
page, you can do that under "Comman~."
Also under Commands are maps shOWIng
the location of depots, training and test
ranges' the force structure; and other locations. Clicking on "Future" will provide you
with information On the official direction
that the Army is headed, including Force
XXI, VISion 2010, and the Army After Next.
There is more, such as Points of Contact and
Acronyms, but you can easily peruse these
on your own.
The site is linked to the Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, '
Development and Acquisition (OASARDA)
home page to provide a chat roo~: The ~
room is oat yet available, but when It IS, yo~
will be able to set up the time and coordinate with OASARDA for availability. This will
allow live, online meetings.
The site is intended to allow for a lean,
agile, and responsive source of timely information for the Army logistician. While you
will find a lot oflogistics information at this
site there still remains a lot that has not
be~n placed on the web by the commands
or activities permitting it to be captured.
Eventually this will change, and as it does,
so will this website.
If you have information, or a source ~s~ful
for logisticians and functional speeialists,
send the URL address to scott_beCker@
stricom.anny.miI, so others can use it as
well. I've found over the years that it's a
good thing to leverage someone else's ideas
and efforts, and doing so can lead to cost
avoidance! So bookmark this site and
return often. It will be constantly changing
as liIst as the information available to the
website changes.
•

JAMESA SMrIH, now retired, was a
senior retired integrated logistics system manager with the U.S Army ,
Simulation, 1Taining and Instrumentation Command, Orlando, PI,
when he wrote this article. The U.S
Army Logistics website was developed under his leadership.
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the Army Acquisition Workforce, and provides a framework for managing your acquisition career.
Mary Thomas
Acting Director
Acquisition Career
Management Office

YG98 Competitive Development Group
Our 1998 Army Acquisition COlpS (AAC) Roadshow
effort is well under way, with visits to Huntsville, AL, in
March and Orlando, FL, in April.
Visits to Fort
Monmouth, NJ, and Picatinny At enal are scheduled for
June. We hope that you take advantage of the opportuniry to hear the roadshow briefing, "Converting the Army
Acquisition Corps Vision into Reality," presented by Keith
Charles, Depury Director for Acquisition Career
Management, and to consult with our Mobile Acquisition
Career Management Office team onsite at the road·
show . The roadshow schedule is available on the AAC
home page at: http://dacm.sarda.army.mil. Be sure to
check the schedule for a roadshow in your area!
We have received very positive feedback from dle atten·
dees of the leadership training seminars being offered to
Corps Eligibles (CEs) in conjunction with the roadshow. All
CEs will be contacted by the AcqUisition Career
Management Office (ACMO) to arrange attendance at these
seminars.
We welcomed the YG98 Competitive Development
Group at an orientation in April, and I congratulate all
of the selectees. Shown in the article below is a list of
the selectees and some information about their April
orientation. Congratulations also to the 27 students
who graduated in March from the Materiel Acquisition
Management Cour-e,
We are actively pursuing AAC success stories. LTG Paul
Kern, Director of the MC, is also pursuing stories to
publicize the benefits of the AAC to soldiers and civilian
employees of the Department of Army. To assist the
ACMO in this effort, please notify uS of acquisition successes in your regions. We will publicize the storie
through all available means. Not only will your efforts
be appreciated, but they will also serve to educate other
acquisition professionals and the rest of the Army.
A Federal Register notice announcing the DOD Civilian
Acquisition Workforce Personnel Demonstration Project
was published March 24, 1998. The ACMO will manage
and provide oversight for the Army's implementation of
the project. The next issue of Army RD&A will include
an article on this topic.
Watch for the Army Acquisition Workforce Newslett1!7',
which will contain article by members of the
Acquisition Workforce. ThiS newsletter will be distributed to the entire Acquisition Workforce every other
month, alternating with Army RD&A magazine. Finally,
the integrated Civilian/Military Playbook will be available in June! The playbook i an excellent resource for
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On Jan. 23, 1998, the U.S. Total Army Personnel
Command (pERSCOM) announced the second iteration of
the Army Acquisition Corps' Competitive Development
Group (CDG). The 2S primary board selectees for CDG
YG98 and their current commands are as follows:
Test and Evaluation Command
Jerry 1. Cook
Aviation and Missile Command
Jean A. Grotophorst
PEO·AMD
Amelia B. Hatchett
Aviation and Missile Comm.and
Maria 1. Holmes
Simulation, Training and
Sharon M. JolUlSOn
Instrumentation Command
Communications-Electronics
Linda S, Johnston
Command
Simulation, Training and
Samuel M. Jones
Instrumentation Command
Emerson 1. Keslar
Aviation and Missile Command
Aviation and Missile Command
Carlos B. Kingston
Aviation and Missile Command
Sam D. LailJr.
Test and Evaluation Command
Raymond J. Lazzaro
Kevin A. Maisel
PEO-SThMIS
Communications-Electronics
Rinnetta D. McGhee
Command
Tank-automotive and
Mario J. Musotto
Armaments Command
Military Traffic Management
Douglas W. Packard
Command
Raymond J. Pietruszka Aviation and Mi ile Command
PEO-Tac Msl
Deborah Pinkston
Patricia E. Plotkowski Tank·automotive and
Armaments Command
Anita D. Randall
Special Operations Command
PEO-TacMsI
Mark E. Reavis
PEO-e3S
Clifton O. Reynolds
Dominic Satili
PEO-e3S
Steven .I. Stegman
Aviation and Missile Command
Space Missile Defense Command
Richard H. Thorn
Larry W Wakefield
Simulation, Training and
Instrumentation Command
Two of the primary selectees declined the program
because of more suitable opportunities within their current commands. As a result, the first two alternates were
offered the program and accepted. The two alternates are
Sharon D. Lee, Aviation and Missile Command, and Gloria
1. Morales, Military Traffic Management Command.
The orientation for CDG YG98 was held April 27-29,
1998, in the washington, DC, area and was hosted by
Keith Charles, Deputy Director, Acquisition Career
Management (DDACM), LTG Paul Kern (Director of the
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Army Acquisition Corps and Director for Acquisition
Career Management) and Donna lyson (business motivational speaker) were keynote peakers.
The CDG YG98 selectees and their supervisors and
sponsors finalized the selectees' 3-year Individual
Development Plans, which will guide the selectees
through 3 years of training, developmental activitie ,and
education. YG98 selectees also participated in workshops that provided them with the tools to better prepare them for their career development and new assignments. At the orientation dinner banquet, Kern and
Charles presented tile selectees with certificates and pins
honoring their selection to the program. In addition,
YG97 members welcomed the new selectees and shared
their experiences with them. CDG YG98 will repon to
their developmental assignments in July 1998.

The Defense Leadership
And Management Program
The Defense Leadership and Management Progranl
(DlAMP) is a new Department of Defense (DOD) competitive leader development program. It was developed
by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) in
response to recommendations by the Commission on
Roles and Missions, which called for changes in the way
senior civilians are trained, educated and professionally
developed. The objective of DlAMP is to prepare, certify and continuously educate and challenge a highly capable, diverse, mobile cadre of senior DOD civilians.

Benefits
DlAMP is a systematic program for civilian leader development, affording Significant benefits to participants and
their sponsoring organizations. Each participant will be
given the opportunity to complete a comprehensive
development program including:
• A 3- or JO-month program of professional
military education, with emphasis on
national security decisionmaking. The
new 3-momh curriculum is being developed by the National Defense University.
Additional quotas in the five existing Senior
Service Colleges are provided for the 10month program.
• A minimum of 10 graduate-level courses in
national security, leadership and management issues, to develop familiarity with the
range of subjects and issues facing Defense
leaders. Each course is taught for 2 weeks
at a new Defense facility in Southbridge,
MA.
• A rotational assignment of at least 12
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months
for
career
bl"Oadening.
Assignments will be to a different Defense
component, occupational area, or organizational level.
• Component and occupation-specific developmental courses.
For the Army, this
includes the civilian leader development
core curriculum and applicable Army
Civilian
Training,
Education
and
Development System (ACTEDS) plans.
Each participant' development will be guided by a
structured mentoring process. Participants will meet
these requirements on an incremental basis during a
period of up to 6 years, generally in a temporary duty status from their home station. Previous education and
experience may fulfill some of the DUMP requirements.
Participation in this program should enhance an individual's competitive standing for filling key leadership
job throughout the DOD. A substantial number of
leadership positions (GS-14, 15, and SES) in OSD and
the components will be designated as DIAMP key positions. DLAMP participants and graduates will be given
priority consideration in filling these jobs when they
become vacant. (Policy and procedures on priority consideration are currently under development.)

First DLAMP Class
The first DLAMP class was selected in December 1997.
Forty-five Army employees (GS-14/15) were selected
along with 232 employees from other Defense components. Of the 45 Army employees, 17 were Army
Acqui ition Corps members. The current plan is for the
program to be armounced annually in the spring and to
extend the armouncement to GS-13 personnel.

Expenses
All participant expenses (to include tuition temporary
duty travel and transportation) are centrally funded by
the DUMP. Additionally; when participants are assigned
to long-term training, the DLAMP office will provide temporary backfill salary at a rate of 50 percent of the cost
for participants on rotational assignment or attending an
in-resident, lO-month professional military education
program.

How To Apply
Applications, other forms and additional information
are contained in the FY98 Catalog of Army Civilian
Training, Education and Profession.al Development
Opportunities. Thi catalog is accessible via the Internet
on the Army's Civilian Personnel Online home page at
http://cpol.army.mi1. Interested employees should
contact their servicing civilian personnel office or civilian
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personnel advisory cemer for local procedures and
deadlines.

Additional Information
For additional DUMP information, including answers
to the most frequently asked questions, cbeck the PERMISS article also in Civilian Personnel Online. Log on to
bttp://cpol.army.mil, click on "PERMlSS," and search
on "DlAMP."

AAC Central Management
MG Thomas W. Garrett, Commanding General, U.S.
Tatal Army Personnel Command (PERSCOM)
approved the merger of PERSCOM's Civilian
Acquisition Management Branch and its Military
Acquisition Management Branch into one Acquisition
Management Branch (AMB). The AMB is staffed with
military assignment officers, military personnel management specialists, military personnel technicians,
civilian functional acquisition specialists and personnel staffing specialists. They will jointly administer
the Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) Central
Management Program at PERSCOM. This merger ful-

fills the AAC goal to establish a single management
structure to over ee, direct, and administer the central management of military and civilian MC member.

27 Graduate From MAM Course
Twenty- even students graduated in March from the
Materiel Acquisition Management (MAM) Course,
Class 98-002, at the U.S. Army logistic Management
College. The graduates included two foreign officers,
one from South Korea and one from the Philippians.
Tbe Distinguished Graduate Award was presented to
CPT Edward Swanson, who is assigned to Fort
Monroe, VA.
The 7-week MAM Course provides a broad knowledge of the materiel acquisition process. Course areas
include acquisition concepts and policies; research,
development, test, and evaluation; financial and cost
management; integrated logistics support; force modernization; production management; and contract
management. Emphasis is on developing midlevel
managers who can effectively participate in the management of the acquisition process.

NEWS BRIEFS

CECOM and NOlA Sponsor
International Trade Show
MG Gerard P. Brohm, Commander of the U.S. Army
Communications-Electronics Command (CECOM)
and Fort Monmouth, N], has approved a co-sponsorship agreement between CECOM and the National
Defense Industrial Association (NDIA) to host an
International Trade Show in October 1998.
CECOM and NDIA invite U.S. manufacturers of command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, electronic warfare, and sensors (C4IEWS)
equipment to demonstrate their products to potential
foreign customers at the trade show on October 26
and 27. Providers of related support equipment or
services (induding, but not limited to, power sources,
environmental controls, and perimeter security sys-
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terns) are also welcome.
"This will be an ideal opportunity for manufacturers
to display or exhibit equipment that has potential for
foreign military sales or has a history of foreign milltary sales," said Eugene P. Bennett, Director of
CECOM's
Security
Assistance
Management
Directorate, "It also will provide a forum for dialogue
between Army C4IEWS managers, U.S. industry, and
foreign customers."
For more information or to register, contact Janet
Steinberg, Lockheed Martin Corp., 620 Tinton Ave.,
Building B, Tinton Falls, NJ 07724 (732-389-0390).
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The Break-Through Illusion
By Richard Florida and Martin Kenney
Harper-Collins Basic Books, 1990
Reviewed by William C. Pittman, U.S. Army Aviation
and Missile Command (Research, Development and
Engineering Center).

This book provides a clearer understanding of the
major life cycle management challenge shifting
from a front-end focus on acquisition and its cost
to a total ownership focus.
The authors are former professors at Ohio State
University. They draw on an extensive array of
documentary resources and interviews to provide
deeper insight into why the American high technology system is defeated in the commercial marketplace and why major weapon acquisition programs go astray. This well-researched book contains 10 chapters and is organized into 3 sections:
origins and institutions, limits, and beyond the
break-through illusion. The authors begin by
explaining how the American follow-through
industrial system emerged as a tower of strength
when the industrial research laboratory (typified
by Thomas Edison's research laboratory) was
merged with manufacturing organizations. This
merger provided a continuous process of product
development and improvement for the marketplace. The ideas that led to the replacement of the
follow-through system with the breakthrough illusion were introduced when Ford Motor CO.'s sys. tem of assembly line manufacturing was combined
with Fredrick Winslow Taylor's concept of scientific management. The process of breaking down
jobs into their most fundamental components, the
introduction of more powerful machine tools, and
the standardization of production processes led to
impressive increases in productivity that made
America the "arsenal of democracy" in World War
II. Unfortunately, the same concepts and processes that led to America's emergence as a world
industrial power set in motion behavior that had
undesirable social consequences and a negative
impact on long-term productivity. This impact did
not become fully evident until the early 1970s.
In the post-World War Il period, efforts to mold
the research and development (R&D) function
with the principles of scientific management isolated production engineers and the R&D laboratory from manufacturing operations and led to the
growth of corporate bureaucratic systems to man-
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age R&D operations.
The high-technology industry in post-World War II
formed a symbiotic relationship with new sources
of financing in response to the inability of the
established industrial base to adapt to change.
Venture capitalists learned that one succes ful startup firm could offset 10 failures. Thus, in trading
ready cash for part ownership, venture capitalists
made the investment, assisted with startup, recruited managers, and then after a successful breakthrough, exited with a nice profit. The high payoff
in this process compared to yield on corporate
stocks and bonds imparted a distinctive bias in the
direction of the breakthrough psychology, particularly during the explosive growth of venture capitalism in the 1980s.
The authors argue that patchwork solutions by
both the private sector and government are superficial because they do not connect with the deepseated nature of the underlying cultural problems.
The efforts at restructuring, downsizing, and reorga?izing the R&D laboratory are viewed with skepUClsm by the authors. Efforts to capitalize on
automation are limited by attempts to fit automation in the mold of older concepts, such as the
assembly line, and by management's contempt for
production workers. Intervention by different government agencies is uncoordinated and without
regard for larger policy issues. Linking large and
small fIrllls in consortiums is an enormously difficult challenge that is complicated by intellectual
property issues, the litigation explosion, and foreign firms playing the same game.
In chapter 10, Florida and Kenney outline a plan
for restoring the follow-through economy that
includes making the shop floor a critical area of
innovations, reconnecting the factory and the R&D
laboratory, and building a network of firms. These
actions would be positive moves to strengthen the
weapons acquisition process, but difficult to
achieve.
General Accounting Office studies show that
approximately two-thirds of the critical technologies needed by the Department of Defense have
commercial potential, but the other one-third have
limited commercial potential. These are technologies critical for national Defense but with no application in the commercial marketplace. A strong
civilian economy is an essential foundation to build
a strong military, but Defense policy must also provide for Defense needs the civilian economy cannot
fill, a topic the authors fail to examine.
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The Soldier's Load And The
Mobility OfA Nation
By Colonel S.L.A. Marshall, Published by the
Marine Corps Association, Quantico, VA
Reviewed by Joe Sites, Vice President, Director for Defense
Systems, BRTRC Inc., Fairfax, VA

The material in this book appeared originally in The Infantryjoumol and
The Combat RJrcesJournal. The book received its copyright in 1950 from
the Association of the U.S. Army, was reprinted by the Marine Corps
Association in 1980, and is currently a O::>mmandane's Reading List selection.
The O::>mmandane's Reading Ust is a pan of the Marine Corps Professional
Reading Program, described immediately following this review.
It is a fair question to ask: Why should a review be published on a hook
that is almost 50 years old? The simple answer is that COL Marshall, later
BG Marshall (U.S. Army ReselVeS), raised issues that are as pertinent today
as they were in the 1940s. Although the material is presented in two
parts, "The Mobility of the Soldier" and "The Mobility of a Nation," the
problems presented are intelWOven.
In addressing the soldier's load, Marshall is concerned about the lack
of respect for the limitations of the "human animal" (author's term).
"The Roman legionary .recruited usually at £wenly and selected from the
peasantry on a basis of sturdy strength rather than height, carried eighty
pounds on his body when marching on the smooth Roman roads.
Though that seems brutal, we should at least add the footnote that 2000
years after the legion, the American Army dropped men from Higgins
boats and onto the rough deep sands of Nonnandy carrying more than
eighty pounds." Marshall contends that the load was fur too heavy; contained unnecessary items and contrihuted directly to the death of many
of our soldiers.
One of Marshall's comments has a particular bearing on our current
desire to compensate for reduced numbers of forces by providing more
effective forces: "I repeat that 5,000 resolute and physically conditioned
men will hit twice as hard and therefore travel twice as far when they are
sent into battle with a reasonable working load as 15,000 men, the
majority of whom have been whipped before crossing the starting line
by the weight th.eywere carrying." To suppon his arguments, the author
provides the results of many u.s. and foreign studies.
Relative to the mobility of the nation, the author points out that a
greater capacity to deliver goods results in an increase in the quantity
and kinds of goods to be delivered. Marshall cautions that the load on
the nation must be examined in the same way that we should examine
the soldier's load. He summariZes this argument as foUows: "Whatever
is manufacrured beyond what is likely to be needed, whatever is put into
the supply pipeline that might have been ellminated at no cost to the
army's hitting power, inevitably decreases the volume of fire delivered
against the enemy-lessens the chance of victory."
In looking at the "then future," now our present, Marshall predicted
the need fur the foUowing Logistics system: "Highly mobile advanced
bases, field bases that scarcely need to reson to dumping, ports that
measure their capacity in the speed of tum-around of the carriers in
both directions, maintenance crews as adept with a tommy gun as with
a grease gun----these things mean the kind of strategic mobility the
future requires."
Today, as we introduce new eqUipment into the Army, it is extremely
important to consider Marshall's concerns with the load of the soldier
and the load on our nation. After all 60 pounds of lightweight equipment is a load of 60 pounds. This book should be "muse" reading foe
anyone involved in equipping our soldiers.
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The Marine Corps Professional Reading Program
Marine O::>rps Order 1500 promulgates guidance on the Marine Corps
Professional Reading Program. The program oonsists of three partS: the
O::>mmandants Reading Ust, the Current Issues Reading List, and the
O::>mmandant's Choice. The program establishes by grade the number of
books that must be read annually. Punher infonnation can be obtained'
from the Marine O::>rps Universily home page at: http;,/www.mru.
quantico.usmc.mil/mcu/cmcread bbn

Field Guide To Project Management
Edited by David I. Cleland, John Wiley &
Sons, 1998
Reviewed by LTC Kenneth H. Rose (USA, Ret.), a project manager with the Waste Policy Institute in san Antonio, TX; and a
fomrer member of the Atmy Acquisition Corps.

Project management literature is not an endangered species. The busy
project manager may find it difficult to select just the right resource from
all the abundant offerings. A new book, Field Guide to .Project
Management, edited by David I. Cleland, makes the choice considerably
easier.
A hands-on tool intended more for application in the field than for
study in the classroom, the hook is at once comprehensive, useful, and
complete. It comprises 33 bite-size, stand-alone chapters organized into'
5 sections that allow the reader to pick and choose as needed or to survey across general themes.
Oeland's own introductory chapter defines projects as building
blocks in the design and execution oforganization strategies. He names
the key eLements of project management--{)rganization matrices, project planning, information systems, project control systetrui, and cultural ambience-and points to subsequent chapters that present funher
illumination.
Chapter 2, "The Elements of Projecr Success," breaks the mold oftra·
ditional project management, that is, the triple constraint of cost, sched·
uLe, and performance. That paradigm simply doesn't work in the mod·
em husiness world because its focus is entirely internal. It does not con- •
sider the fourth essential element: customer satislilction. Although customer needs are addressed in a good requirements analysis and are the
cornerstone of project initiation, the manager's mantra of "cheaper,
fuster, better" is no longer adequate. Asuccessful proje<.t manager must
consider customer concerns throug!Jout the life cycle ofthe effon.
Section II, 'Project Planning Techniques," includes 10 chapters. Those >
that address on·tirne perfonnance (Chapter 8), controlling project cOSts
(Chapter 9), and managing risks (Chapter 12) may be of prime interest
to military readers, Chapter 11, "Developing Wmning Proposals,"
should not be overlooked. It gives military readers a better under·
standing of what contractors go through in obtaining work from government organizations. Given the buUt-in truncation of unifonned
careers, perusal of this chapter might also be prudent preparation for
the future.
Eleven chapters in Section ill address various aspects of project leadership. One of the most informative is Chapter 15, which discusses
means ofmotivating all stakeholders to work together. Again, the importance ofcustomer satislilction arises as a key measure of project success,
This chapter also identifies stakeholders fur internal and external projects, and describes how they differ. It prescribes an eight-step public
relationslpartidpation plan that willlilcilitate progress of the project.
Building high-perfonnance project teams, the suhjecr of Chapter 18,
may be especially useful in enterprises where the overall organizational
strucrure is hierarchical with unflinching lines of authority. The chapter
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describes typical phases of team development and the types of individual behavior and group interaction that may be encountered, and
exploited, in each.
Communication skills is the subject of Chapter 20, "How to Get the
Right Message Across," which covers the subject from the perspective;
of the neophyte, novice, developing, and experienced project manager.
Project oversight is the general subject of the six chapters in Section
IV Chapters 24 and 25, which deal respectively with project management information systems and selectingiu ing project management
software, are complementary and should be considered together.
Chapter 26, "Total Customer Satisfaction," provides the how-to fuUowon to previous admonitions about the importance of the subject. A
case study approach to project evaluation in Chapter 27 provides practical advice and describes both objectives and processes fur an evaluation system that has been named "best in class" through several benchmarking experiences.
The last section, "Team Management," includes twO chapters of special relevance to military project managers. Chapter 29, written by edi·
tor Cleland, describes different types of teams and how they might be
applied. Deland introduces his self<oined term "teamocracy" to
desaibe organizations in which teams are the basic structure fur bringing about coUaborative eflOn across functional and otganizational
boundaries. He describes the benefits of teamocracy and how it differs
from traditional approaches.
Concurrent engineering teams are addressed in Chapter 32 along
with criteria for an effective team and the details of staffing and OIganizing a team, team leader skills, and team members' attributes.
Issues related to team training and motivation are fulded in to com·
plete the recipe fur success.
Cleland's work stands apart from others because of its exceptional
scholarship. Richly enhanced by citations and bibliographic refer·
ences, Field Guide to Project Management is an abundant source of
information, relevant for immediate and future use by anyone in the
acquisition community.

Analyzing Outsourcing
- By Daniel Minoli
McGraw-Hili Inc. Press, 1995
Reviewed by J. Michael Brower, formerly a program analyst

with the OffICe of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Financial Management and Comptroller at the Pentagon.

Outsourcing has been declared a key component of the modemi2acion funding strategy outlined in the Quadrennial Defense Review
(QDR) released by the Department ofDefense (DOD) on May 19, 1997.
In addition, the National Performance Review initiative; that are "reinventing" government hold outsourcing and its first cousin, privatization,
to be leading methodologies fur cost savings and cost avoidance in the
late 1990s. TherelOre, books like Dan Minoli's Analyzing OutsoUrcing
will be closely scrutinized as the government continues to place outsourcing in general, and outsourcing inIOrmation technology (11)
specifically; at the top of its money-saving strategies.
Minoli explains that outsourcing is the movement of work that has
been or might be perlOrmed in·house, to an outside provider.
Privatization, frequently mentioned in the same breath, can be
thought of as outsourcing writ large: the government farms out the
function and often the financial resources to do it, getting out of a
business more logically performed by the private sector.
American companies outsource more than 100 billion a year with
average cost savings of 10 to I; percent. The federal government
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spent around 114 billion on outsourcing during 1995 but lacked the
mechanisms (e.g., activity-based<osting (ABC) models) for calculating
savings. Minoli's book fills in some of the gaps in available literature
that tend to avoid establishing hard numbers and methodologies for
determining if an outsourcing project is really economical in both the
long and short run. For example, Chapter 3, "Financial Techniques,"
addresses the near-universal complaint of those charged with overseeing outsourcing projects that solid analytical models are una\'3ilable or
inadequate. Refreshingly in Minoli's book, concepts in lease options,
return on investment, cash flows and capital budgeting are all
explained in connection with outsourcing strategies through mathematical formulas that mirror generally accepted accounting practices.
Minoli further suggests cures for a common ailment affecting many
program managers charged with outsourcing a function while maintaining an administrative role. Frequently, a contractor bids for outsourced w.ork claiming substantial savin~, but once the government
employees are released .or transferred t.o other tasks or organizations, costs increase substantWly. The government then has t.o
accept the higher costs because in-house employees and res.ources
have been eliminated in the name of "savin~" and "efficiencies."
Minoli suggests taking precautions when managing an outsourcing
initiative:
• Define realistic expectations in terms of contractor cost reductions,
access to skilled people, and customer satisfuction.
• Don't outsou.rce your problems-you can't expect good results
from contracting out disotganization.
• Maintain communications with the outsourcing stakeholders.
• se reliable models to measure expenses, long-term payoffs, and
risks.
• Always examine the fine print in the outsourcet'S contract.
• Measure results against expectations.
• Don't expect miracles. Outsourcing is a management tool, not a
substitute or an "out" for good project management.
The QDR's suggestion that DOD largely remove itself from the IT line
of work, or outsource it to contractors, makes Minoli's insights especially relevant. He reminds us that outsourcing has "run many companies aground." TypicaUy, the outsou.rcer bids low, gains exclusive rights
to control an entire IT department, and then charges the outsourcee
with cost overruns.
Minoli does point out instances of economical outsourcing in state
and local governments, especially when results were measured using
an ABC approach. However, Henry Hazlitt the noted conservative
commentator, reminded us in his classic Eoonomics in One Lesson
(1946) that "in studying the effects of any given economic proposal we
must trace not merely the immediate results but the results in the long
run, not merely the primary consequences but the secondary conse·
quences, and not merely the effects on some special group but the
effects on everyone." Minoli provides the important message that not
only must we be concerned with the long·term effects of outsourcing
(particularly on personnel), but also with effects on our acquisition and
procurement strategies.
One ofthe few drawbacks of Minoli's analysis is that he overlooks the
reduced cost of labor that can be realized with outsourcing, one of its
primary economic attractions. Although substantial savin~ can be realized from specialization of technique, improved processes, etc., a reduction in payroU is the quickest, most visible manifestation of savings.
Analyzing Outsourcing is an outstanding guide that will benefit those
interested in managing outsourcing as well as those affected by this
new management paradigm.
(Special Ole: Brower gratefully acknowiedges the assistance of
Patricia Tugwell, research librarian at the Pentagon Army Library, in
researching this review.)
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Army Recognizes
Outstanding
R&D Organizations
Since 1975, the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research,
Development and Acquisition (ASARDA) has presented Army
Research and Development Organization (RDO) Awards to
Army orgallizations in recognition of outstanding programs
executed during the previous fiscal year. The best research
and development (R&D) programs enhance the capability and
readiness of Army operational force and enhance the national defense and welfare of the United tates.
RDO Award recipients are selected by an Evaluation
Committee chaired by the Director for Research and
L,boratory Management and composed of highly qualified
members of the Army science and technology community. The
committee evaluates a written nomination in booklet format
and a verbal presentation by each organization's commander
or director. The primary areas of consideration are accomplishments and impact; organizational vision, strategy, and
plan; resource utilization; and continuous improvement.
Ba ed on the evaluations of accomplishments during 1996
and 1997, the Evaluation Committee selected co-winners for
the RDO of the Year Award, one winner for the RDO Excellence
Award, and one winner of an RDO Special Award. The winners
and their accomplishments are as follows:

Army R&D Organization Of The Year Award
The U.S. Army Waterways Experiment Station (WES) and the
U.S. Army Communications-EI ctronics Command Research,
Development and Engineering Center (CERDEC) were selected a co-winners of the ROO of the Year Award based on meir
outstanding 1996 programs, accomplishments and management initiatives.
In 1996, WES continued its outstanding track record supporting numerous Army programs and achieving significant

Acting ASA(RDA) Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar (left) presents a
1997 ROO of the Year Award to Dr. Louis Marquet, Director
ofCERDEC.
technological breakthroughs in multiple areas. WES was recognized specifically for developing and applying expertise
and specially developed technologies to critical warfighter
needs and real time problems. Projects and progmffis conducted by WES during 1996 enabled the Army to implement a
number of quick fixes for ground troops in Bosnia. \TIS also
responded quickly to worldwide concerns about terrorist
activities such as the bombing of Khobar Tower. This is the
second cons cutive year (and the third time since 1990) that
WES has received an RDO of the Year Award.
Equally impressive was
CERDEC's
performance. _
Throughout 1996, CERDEC's focus was on proViding the
underpinnings for building a "bridge" to enable transition to
dle fully integrated digital battlefield envisioned for the 21st
century. CERDEC was recognized specifically for a number of
significant technical efforts in support of Task Force XXI that
led to a very successful demonstration of advanced communications capabilities in the 1997 Advanced Warfigbting,
Experiment. CERDEC also won four ROO Excellence Awards
in the 1990s.

Army R&D Organization Award For
Excellence

MG Peter C. Franklin (left), Office of the ASA(RDA), presents a 1997 ROO of the Year Award to Dr. Robert Whalin
and COL Robin Cababa of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Waterways Experiment Station.
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The U.S. Army Tank-automotive and Armaments Command
Armament Researcll, Development and Engineering Center
(TACOM-ARDEC) was selected to receive this award for
demonstrating exemplary transition acd.vities as well as excellent, innovative management initiatives. Specific recognition
was given for dIe successful type classification of29 armament
items, completion of 10 materiel releases for critical items,
and development of a unique teaming arrangement with
Unit d Defense Limited Partnership for the development of
the Crusad r's armament system. The ARDEC, which joined
TACOM in the fall of 1995, has won one RDO of the Year
Award and four RDO Excellence Awards in the 1990s.
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The Next ROO Awards
In 1998 (for 1997 achievements), the ASARDA wiH present

RDO Awards for Organization of the Year and Excellence in
two ca.tegories: Large R&D Organization and Small R&D
Organization. The intent is to recognize outstanding Army
R&D organizations that contribute to enhancing the Army's
capabilities and readiness. Having the two categories will
allow R&D organizations with a wider range of personnel and
funding resources to be recognized_

ATC Employees Receive
TECOM Professional Awards

Acting ASA(RDA) Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar (left) presents the
1997 RDO Excellence Award to Carmine Spinelli, Technical
Director of TACOM-ARDEC.

Army R&D Organization Special Award
The Evaluation Committee exercised its option to give a
Special Award in recognition of the organization that demonstrated the most improvement during 1996. The U.S. Army
Medical Research Institute for Chemical Defense (MRlCD) was
selected to receive this award for achieving noteworthy
advances in medical countermeasures, procedures, and doctrine for the prevention and management of chemical casualties. MRlCD also won an RDO ExceUence Award in the 1990s.

Seven Aberdeen Test Center (ATC) employees received the
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM)
Professional Award for exemplary performance earlier this
year at a special ceremony in ATC's command conference
room. The TECOM Professional Award is an honorary award
that recognizes outstanding professional performance of
assigned duties. It includes an engraved pewter keychain
and a citation certificate that can only be presented by the
TECOM Commanding General.
MG Edward L. Andrews, Commander of Aberdeen Proving
Ground and TECOM, presented awards to William C. Frazer,
who was honored for outstanding efforts in testing and analyzing the automotive performance of the T-72 Soviet Main
Battle Tank and for other efforts related to foreign equipment; SSG Carlindean Hardy, who was recognized for her
outstanding administrative support to ATC and the
Headquarters and Military Support Company; Paul D.
Hutchins, who was recognized for extraordinary skill, professionalism, and dedication that contributed to the accomplishment of the mission requirements of the Experimental
Fabrication Team; Barbara L. Jones, who was cited for outstanding support to the ATC headquarters team; Rebecca C.
Joy, who was recognized for scientific expertise that resulted
in the successful implementation of the National
Target/fhreat Signatures Data System at ATC; WilJiam H.
Taylor Jr., who was recognized for his involvement in (he ATC
Reengineering Advisory Committee; and Terrence J Treanor,
who was cited for his management of the Halon Alternatives
Engine Compartment Test.
ATC Commander Richard o. Bailer said, '~TC has great professionals who do great things for the Army. It's a credit to
this organization that we have the type of people thar TECOM
recognizes. "
The preceding article was written by Lena Goodman,
Public Affairs Specialist at the U.S. Army Aberdeen Test
Center, Aberdeen P.roving Ground, MD.

Acting ASA(RDA) Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar (left) presents the
1997 RDO Special Award to COL James Little,
Commander, MRICD.
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The Hammer Award Ceremony, held earlier this year at the Pentagon. was
hosted by Acting Secretary of the Army Robert M. Walker (shown front row,
third from the left).

Acting Secretary Of The Army Walker
Hosts Hammer Award Ceremony
Raben M. "Mike" Walker, Acting Secretary of the Army,
hosted Vice President AI Gore's Hammer Award ceremony
in the Pentagon earlier this year. The Hammer Award is presented to teams of federal employees who have made signillcant contributions in suppon of reinventing government principles. The award is the vice president'S answer
to yesterday'S government and its $400 hammer. More than
1,000 Hammer Awards have been presented to teams comprised of federal employees, state and local employees, and
citizens who are working to build a better government.
Fittingly, the award consists of a $6 hammer, a ribbon, and
a note from Vice President Gore, all in an aluminum frame.
In addition to the plaque, each recipient receives a certificate signed by the vice president and a "hammer pin."
This year's Hammer Award recipient is the Army Science
and Technology Personnel Demonstration Team. The team
includes representatives from the following: U.S. Army
Materiel Command's (AMC's) Army Research Laboratory;
the Aviation and Missile Command's Missile Research,
Development and Engineering Center and Aviation
Research, Development and Engineering Center; the
Medical Research and Materiel Command; and the Corps of
Engineers Waterways Experiment Station. The team leader
for this eIIon was Dr. Roben S. Rohde, Associate Director
for Laboratory Management, Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Research, Development and
Acquisition. The deputy team leader was Janice Lynch of
AMC Headquarters. The 37 recipients also included
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employees from the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Manpower and Reserve Affairs; the Army General
Council; AMC Headquarters; the Office of the Secretary of
Defense for Civilian Personnel Policy; and the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM).
The Army team received the Hammer Award for the five
demonstrations they initiated to change the personnel systems within these laboratories. This highly complex
process evolved over a 3-year period. It involved the participation of the local unions and the workforce, and
resulted in publication in the Federal Register of the new'
rules under Title V governing the respective organizations.
The approval process included the Army, the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, and OPM.
The ceremony included remarks by Bob Stone, Director
of the National Performance Review, Walker, and Rohde. In
his remarks, Stone spoke about the history of the Hammer
Award and the fact that savings to the taxpayer total billions
of dollars. Walker stressed how this effon wi.lJ improve the
quality of the Army laboratories and ultimately the materiel
provided to the warfighter. Rohde discussed the long,
arduous process for changing the personnel systems. He
accepted the Hammer plaque on behalf of the team and
the Department of the Army's Office of the Director for
Research and Laboratory Management. Linda Walker, special assistant to Vice President Gore, was also in attendance.
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to Army requirements.

Another Banner Year For The Army's Value
Engineering Program

Sale And Exchange Authority
The Department of Defense (DOD) has given the Army
authority to sell as well as exchange old or obsolete non·
'excess personal property until Aug. 1, 1999. Until now; DOD
only authorized exchange authority. In acquiring personal
property, aD agency may exchange or sell similar items and
apply the allowance or proceeds as payments, in whole or in
part to the new property. If sale or exchange authority is
not used, old or obsolete equipment is generally declared
•excess and screened for possible use by other government
agencies before it is disposed of through donation or sale; in
this case the Army gets no value for it. 7brough sale and
e.>::change authority, the Army receives value by applying the
proceeds or exchange credits to the acquisition of similar
items. Recent examples of using the exchange authority
include exchanging old helicopter engines for credit during
temanufaccure and systems upgrade. and exchanging old and
obsolete turret trainers for new ones. See Federal Property
Management Regulation 101-46 and DOD 4140.1R for conditions attached to the use of this authority. For additional
information on this policy, contact Curtis Stevenson at (703)
681-1041, or e-mail stevensonc@sarda.army.miJ.

AR Advocacy Network Established
The Army's Acquisition Reform (AR) Advocacy erwork is
up and running. The AR Advocacy Program was e tabHshed
by the Acting Assistant ecretary of the Army (Research,
.Development and Acquisition) in December 1997. The program's objective is to foster, promote, advocate and facilitate
an integrated team effort to accelerate institutionalization of
AR initiatives and improvements; adopt and improve new
ways of doing business; and create awarenes of and access to
new technologies. The AR Advocacy erwork will help the
Army work as an integrated team as it strives to build the
'Army of the 21st century by providing soldiers with what thev
need. when they need it, and at an affordable cost. To thi~
end, each major commander and program executive officer is
required to designate an individual as its AR advocate/champion and empower me individual to:
• Develop vision, guidance, information, and focus to
implement and institutionalize regulatory and business practice reforms.
• Instill regulatory reform, streamlining. and process
changes within the organization.
• Provide insight to acquisition reform strategic planning
and improvement proces es.
• Disseminate best practices, les ons learned, and successes.
• Identify and facilitate implementation of new initiatives.
• Identify and facilitate removal of impediments, barriers,
and challenges to acquisition reform implementation.
• Speak for his or her organization/command in responding
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The Value Engineering (VE) Program, which provides
incentives for both government and contractor workIorces
to submit ideas for improving products, processes, and production methods, continued to pay dividends in FY97. The
Army more than doubled its projected goal, saving more
than $404.8 million. Using YE Change Proposals, which are
cost-saving recommendations submitted by a contractor in
accordance with the YE provisions of its contract, the Army
saved $23.1 million.
Government ideas, termed VE
Proposals (VEPs), saved more than $38].7 million. Below are
some of the noteworthy contributions to the Army's success.
• The Theater High Altitude Area Defense Program Office
reported savings of $16.5 million by implementing a YEP
that recommended the acqui. ition of an additional electronics unit in lieu of upgrading the existing radar units.
• U ing a YEp, the Soldier Systems Command aved more
than $155 million by changing the Desert Battlefield
Uniform from 100 percent cotton to a blend of 50 percent
cotton and 50 percent nylon fiber, doubling the service life
and making the uniform lighter and more comfortable. The
new uniform has been approved by aU three Services.
• A YE analysis detennined that the shelf life of the M9
Chemical Agent Detector Paper could be exrendecl from three
to at least six years, saving the government $3.5 million.
• The government saved $1.526,000 by implementing a
YEP to use common M185/M284 cannon components for the
M]09A6 [PAIADIN) upgrade from the M109A5, eliminating
the requirement to purchase new components.
• The Army saved $2,657,000 by eliminating Army·administered C-12 training. AYE study determined that a contractor
could lease a C-12 military aircraft for the training of rotary
wing aviators to fly fixed wing aircraft. The contractor had
previously only trained with the civilian model A·90 multiengine aircraft. Allowing the conrraClOr 10 conduct both C12 and A-90 training eliminated the need for the follow-on
Army course using the C·12.

The AN/ARC·210 Aircraft Radio: An MTS
Success
The Modernization Through Spares (MTS) initiative is an
integral part of the AN/ARC-210 improvement program. A
government and contractor Integrated Product Team shared
risk and responSibility in negotiating a contract for a reliability improvement warranty that included a 120 percent
improvement in the mean time between failure (MTBF) rate.
The contract required the government to reduce the level of
configuration control and designated the contractor to perform depot-level repairs. The contractor included a 5-year
fixed-price warranty on all units and will get incentives for
exceeding MTBF guarantees. This effort resulted in a 25 per·
cent reduction in unit co ts, and the elimination of nonvalue added military specificatiOns.
For additional information on acquisition reform articles, contact LTC Linda Hooks at (703) 681-9479, or e-mail:
booksl@sarda.army.mil.
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